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ffi Credit Rating Agencies: Opportunities for Legal

ffi 
and Regulatory Reform

ffi ByAlessandro Gullo and lsaac Lustgarten

\ /arious rnarket parricipanrs in rhe asser-backed

V securities markets and regulators have noted
deficiencies in the performance of the credit ratinp;

agencies (CRAs).There have been attenpts to resulate

the CRAs as a result of their failure in various financial
and corporate crises to identify problerns in the credit
worthiness of the securities that they rate. Some market
participants blame the CRAs directly for "enabling"
the current financial crisis. CRAs have been blamed
for their roles in accounting scandals, the Asian crisis,

the dotcorn bubble and the current financial crisis,
which started with probiems in the securitization of
subprirne loans.The CRAs in turn have dilTerent views
oftheir roles in these financial and corporate crises and

over time have succeeded in avoiding regulation. The
CRAs enjoy a privileged position; they are an olip;op-
oly, endorsed by governments and regulators, and their
role is embedded in the fabric of investment guidelines
and requirements and the functioning of the financial
rnarkets. The CRAs view their role in the financial
markets difterently, and as a result they have a difrerent
view of the causes of the current financial crisis.

In general, regulators and market participants have

focused on the CRAs' lack of historical data and flaws

in their methodologies.The historical data, used by the

CRAs, reflected favorable economic conditions with a

steady growth of the housing and mortgage markets.

CRAs failed to test methodologies under a broad mar-
ket downturn and underestirnated the underwriting
standards and practices of some lenders and underwrit-
ers. Moreover, regulators have criticized the overall

qualiry of the information provided by issuers and
arrangers to the cRAs.

This article focuses on current and evolving regula-
tory requirements that present a new legal approach to

Alessandro Gullo and lsaac Lustgarten are Consulting
Counsels to the International Monetary Fund (lMF).The views

expressed herein are those of the authors and should not be

attributed to the IME its Executive Board, or its management.

the CRA business, particularly in the structured finance
and asset-backed securities business.This article covers

rhe followi ng subjects:

. Differentiation of ratings for structured products;

' Market/volatiliry,zsystemic/tnacroeconomic risks;
. CRAs assessment of data on underlying assets and

underlying methodology/assumptions;
. Regulatory strategies, role of an independent firm,

and post-rating and monitoring process;
. Standardization of data and transparency;
. Interaction with issuers and arrangers;
. Unsolicited ratings;
. Reduced regulatory reliance on CRAs and NRSROS;
. Pa).'ment methodologies; and

' CRAs resources.

'We address the debate surrounding each of the
foregoing subjects, including current practices regula-
tory issues and tensions arising from those practices.
Each section describes the advantages or disad-
vantages of some of the business practices and the
regulatory landscape. Instead of providing a detailed
overview of the current rules or proposals adopted
or made by SEC, IOSCO, CESR, trade groups, the
Financial Stability Forum, and the EU Cornmission,
we integrate and elaborate on some of the concepts
underlying such rules and proposals for each of the
above issues, relevant for the purposes of legal and
regulatory reforms applicable to CRAs. Only in rhe

case of the EU and the SEC do we provide a brief
explanation of their recent proposals or adopted rules.
Our goal has been to shed light on the complex issues.

As a result, when we refer to regulators in this article,
we have meant to synthesize the concerns of the
regulators, except for (1) a few cases where we noted
unique concerns or statenrents by certain regulators
and (2) (as mentioned above) in the brief references
in each section to the status of recent EU proposals
and SEC proposals and rules (we refer. in partir'ular,
to the EU Comrnission proposal for a regulation
of the European Parliament and of the Councii on
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.r.dlt ratins :rgenL-ies, dated Novenrber 12, 2008, and*b.-'^.-'--"'

to the SEC rules and proposed rules for Nationally
Recognizecl Statistical Rating Organizations, dated

June 16. Julv 1. and December 3, 2008, available on

the SEC Web site).

Differentiation of Ratings
for Structured Products Ys. Ratings
for Bonds

Because of the uniqueness of structured finance

products, regulators generally agree that the CRAs
should modrfy ratings for such products so that the rat-
inp; terminology is actually different from that used for
bonds or so that there is a di{lerent qualiw of disclosure

for such products.

While a traditional bond is subject (in terrns of cred-
itrvorthiness) to the idiosyncratic risks of the corporate
issuer, securitizations and structured finance products

are more vulnerable to systenic risks. Pooling assets

reduces the risk ofeach individual asset, and thus, under
normal circumstances, the average credit performance
of a pool tends to be less volatile and more predictable
than the individual assets conprising the pool. Any
econonric event, however, that affects the creditworthi-
ness of several of those assets ar one ume will have a

much greater impact on the asset pool as a result of the

correlations of their defaults, thereby increasing the risk
of significant downgrades of the ratings. Despite these

differences between traditional bonds and structured
products, the CRAs have largely applied the same rat-
ing categories to both corporate bond and structured
finance products.

Methods for Differentiating Ratings of Structured
Products: Different Scales vs. Greater Disclosure

Based on the fact that CRAs use processes to rate

structured products different from those used to rate

bonds, regulators and rnarket participants propose spe-

cial rating scales or enhanced reporting to differentiate
credit ratings for structured finance products from those

for bonds and are discussing t\,vo approaches: on one

hand, diflerentiation of ratings and, on the other hand,

greater disclosure.l

The first approach proposes differentiation of ratings

for structured products. This would imply the use of a

new rating scale, different symbols or modifiers to the

existing scale.

The second approach proposes a greater systern of
disclosure, but not a system of difrerentiated ratings.2

For example, CRAS could provide to the other CRAs
presale rating reports, explaining the basis of rating,
and enhance disclosure of collateral and credit quaLty
characteristics reviewed by the CRAs (such as inputs
to ratings, methodologies, and exceptions applied in
establishing ratings, the sensitivities of ratings to key

variables, loss sensitivity, structured product status,

and initial collateral loss expectations for structured
products).

In either case, the objective is that a competitor be

given an opportuniry to provide to investors informa-
tion and evaluations resarclins the facts underlying the

diflerentiated ratings and the comparability of various
ratings. This implies that, even rf the choice of having
differentiating ratings is followed, enhanced disclosure
would still be necessarv and form part of that regula-
tory strategy.

Arguments in Favor and Against Differentiation
of Ratings for Structured Products

Differentiation of ratinpp for structured products may

be based on a variety ofgrounds. First, structured prod-
ucts'ratings are based on models and are rnore largely
driven by underlyine assumptions; the structured prod-
rrct: r;tins nroces\ is ,lrivrn hv rhe desire to achieve'",. "J
a certain rating and the structure of the product will
therefore be adapted accordrngly. Moreover, structured
products ratings are potentially rnore volatile. For rat-
ins structured products, the CRAs rely much nlore on
non-public information about the underlying assets and

in data provided by interested market players.

The CRAs, some industry representatives, and the

SEC have opposed differentiation on various grounds

including that it will harn.r the market for rnortgage-
backed securities by forcing asset managers and banks

to sell securities into an rlliquid market because of the

Limits imposed by laws and investment guidelines (even

though it could be argued that such reforni nray be

managed in a gradual rnanner).1 For example, pension

1aws, capitai adequacy requirements, and private con-
tracts refcr to specific ratings of pernrissible investrnents.

Differentiating ratings could identify all structured
finance securities as "problem" securities, inciuding struc-

tured products that heretofore have perfornred well.This
issue also hinqer ufon the need to find gener.rlly agreed

2. Bonking & Finonciol Services Policy Report Volume 28 . Number 3 . March 2009



criteria for equating ratings of bonds and structured
fi. ".." nrnr]r r e tq

Furthermore, the proposai to difrerentiate ratings
raises systems issues for financial firms' computer fields,
which can acconlmodate the current ratings. Firms
involved in securities issuance, underwriting, invesr-
ment, and custody nray not have systems capable of
accepting and interpreting the new ratings that are

being considered with fields wide enough to handle
the extra characters that such a new expanded rating
scheme would require.

These difTiculties have lead some commentators to
advocate enhanced disclosure of collateral credit quality
characteristics and peculiar nrethodologies used by the
CRAs in ratinpp of structured finance products. This
enhanced disclosure could eLiminate any sti€Ina associ-

ated with these products.

Requiring a difrerentiation of ratings based on
increased disclaimers would allow a new market CRA
entrant to provide services to evaluate the increased
amount of information in the market place and also

provide its own dilTerentiation of ratings to assist

investors in interpreting the true meaning of undifTer-
entiated ratin€is.

One of the problems with requiring CRAS to
increase disclosure and thereby facilitate investors' per-
forming their own analysis is that there are barriers
restricting access to the nonpublic information that
issuers and arranger provide to the CRAs. The current
proposals aimed at enhancing unsolicited ratings (pro-
viding for access to this information by other CRAt
and standardizing disclosure may address this problem.
On the other hand, one can ar€pe that enhanced
reportin€i of assumptions and methodoiogies does not
impiy access to non public information and is not
hindered bv this problem.

EU Proposal and SEC Rule
In the EU Commissioni recent proposed rule and in

one of SECt recent proposals, CRAs/NRSROs would
have the option to either diilerentiate ratings or pro-
vide rnore disclosure. In particular, Article 8 of the EU
Conrmission proposal provides that CRAs would need
either to use different rating categories when rating
structured finance instruments or provide addttional

information on the diflerent risk characteristics of these
products by publishinpi a report with a detailed descrip-
tion of the rating methodology used and an explanation
of how such nrethodology differs from the determina-
tion of other ratings. The report would also describe
how the credit risk characteristics ofa structured prod-
uct differ from those associated with other rated entiry
or financial instruments.

M arket/Vol at il itylSystem ic/
Macroeconomic Risks: Analysis
and Disclosure

Credit ratings do not reflect, despite the false per-
ception of some market participants, a judgnent of the
yalue of an investment; rather, they are only a judgment
of the creditworthiness of the investment. CRAs, there-
fore, failed to correlate the defaults that could occur in
the event of a wide market downturn both for struc-
tured products and corporate bonds. Moreover, in the
rnonitoring process (after a rating), CRAs should be
required to conduct not only mean data monitoring
but also monitoring of macroeconornic expectations.

For these reasons, most market participants favor
CRAs taking a more proactive approach to take into
consideration a wider range of risks in issuing ratings
and monitor such ratings by assessing the impact of pos-
sible future rnacroeconomic developments.

Flaws in CRAs' Methodologies
Market parricipants have indentified flaws in CRAs'

methodologies for structured products, including the
increased sensitiviry of a pool of assets to systemic risks
and the use of limited historical data.

In terms of historica-l data, regulators and com-
mentators have focused on a flaw in methodologies,
including the impact of having only limited historical
data in the area of subprime lending, which led to the
inability to assess how a pool of assets would respond
to given economic scenarios. The historical data, used
by the CRAs, reflected favorable economic conditions
with a steady €irowth of the housing and nortgage
markets.

As a matter of practice, the CRAs rely heavily
upon infornlation €liven by others and especially by
interested people (issuers, obligors). CRAs generally
do not provide, nor elaborate on, inforrnation about
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systemic/market/rnacroeconomic/volatility risks, nor
,1o they link such information with srricrly related
credit risks.

CRAs say that the nature of structured finance
transactions leads inevitably ro a delay in the response

of ratings to the underlying asset pools, becoming more
pronounced the further the product is from the under-
lying asset such that RMRS react after underlying assets

default and CDOs then subseouentlv react.

However, the CRAs considering the irnpact of sys-

ternic risk on credit worthiness of structured products
is especially irnportant because pooling techniques used

to package the tranches of assets in products (CDOs of
ABS, RMBS,ABCP) have not only diversified away the
idiosyncratic risk of each individual asset but also have

enhanced the sensitiviry of the structured products or
pool themselves to systenric or nrarket risks or macro-
economic factors.

Proposed Solutions
There are several ways to integrate systemic risk

considerations better in ratings and monitoring. If the
CRAs provided at least their underlying assurnptions
and data, a competitor could provide information and
analyses of the correlation risks that exist along a class

of assets.Therefore, CRAs should disclose assunlptions.
analyses, underlying scenarios, and methodologies to the
market. which should then be tested and evaluated.

A separate division of an existing CRA could assess

systemic risks. Regulators could require CRAs to
establish a proper systenr for correlating. in the ratings
and monitoring process, ratings of structured products
with systemic/market/macroeconomrc/volatiliry risks.

Since there is information about correlation risk among
classes of securities about which the CRAs are in a

unique position to know, because of their ohgopoly in
rating structured products, CRAs should be required
to promptiy correlate and revieq within a specified
timefranre, ratings of structured products in the event of
chang;es of risks along the chain of difTerent assets.

Neither the EU proposed regulation nor the adopted

SEC regulations covers these macro-econornrc linkages

directly. However, both regulators enrphasize require-
rrrents for enhanced disclosr-rre on methodologies,
models, and assumptions used in the rating process.

This should enable investors and market parri.ipants to
be better informed about the kind of information used
in ratins financial instrunrents and the analysis involve tl
and the limitations of such information and analyses.

The EU Commission proposal also requires CRAs
to review regularly methodologies, models, and kev
assumptions in order to reflect changing macroeco-
nornic or financial markets conditions in the underlyinq
asset markets. CRAs should also disclose the scope of
ratings afTected by any changes in such methodolo-
gies, models, and key assumptions and should prolnprh'
review the afTected credit ratines.

Deficiencies in Underlying
Methodology/Assum ptions
and Data on Underlying Assets

The major difiiculties in determining the value oi
structured products involved in the subprirne crisis are

generally that rnarket participants do not sufiicientlv
understand (or have information) about the underlyine
methodology/assumptions of the CRAs to rnake their
own downgrade or investnrent decisions. Moreover,
CRAs themselves do not have sufiicient hish qualiw
drta rbout the underlying rssets.

The flaws in CRAs'data and rnethodologies are not
detected and corrected because nrarket participants do
not rypically review and assess the initial and ongoine
information that CRAs traditionally provide on the
risk characteristics of structured products (i.e., rneth-
odolosies,/assumptions and data on underlying assets).

Market participants should assess, among other things:

1. Additional initial and ongoing information on rar-
ing stabiliry;

2. The assumptions underlying a structured product
raring and the sensitivity of the ratins to changes in
these assurnptions;

3. Information abor,rt the loss and cash-flow analvsis
of strucrured products:

4. Standardized initial and ongoing perfonnance
reports, especially for re-securitized producrs ro
help investorr deal wirh tinrc delays;

5. Reviews (rncludrng due diligence) on the under-
lyine data, quality of standards, and practices of
p.rrricipanrs in t he proccss and inltormation or)

lirnitations of rating analysis due to insuflcient data
or untested models, including rating uncertainr.v;

4 . Bonking & Finonciol Seryices Policy Report Volume 28 . Number 3 . March 2009



6. Reviews and reporrs on rhe qualiry of due dili-
gence by the CRA; and

7. Assessrnents and correlation of underwriting stan-
dards oflenders and any changes in these standards
with ratings of structured finance products.

Numerous problems arise in the data CRAs provide
regarding the per{ormance of underlying assets and due
diligence of underlying assers. It may be dif1icult for rhe
CRAs to standardize the drsciosure of data so that inves-
tors and other marker parricipants can meaningfully
distrnguish amon€i different products. Frequently, there
is a Jack of public data available on rhe performance of
the underlying assers in srructured finance products and
the often heterogeneous nature of these products makes
comparable assessments of these products by investors
rnore problematic. Moreover, regulators have criticized
the overall qualiry of the informarion provided by the
issuers4 and noted rhat the CRAs, in the period leading
up to the current financial crisis, underestimated the
underwriting sfandards and practices of some .lenders
and underwriters.

Possible Solutions
The Financial Stabiliry Forum advocares that CRAs

should enhance and review the qualiry of data and
input provided by originators, arrangers, and issuers
during the due diligence to assign a rating.s Some regu-
lators, like the EU, seek ro assign more responsibility
to CRAs, which should rhen presumably refuse to go
further in the rating process if the quality of the infor-
mation provided is insultrciently low, poor, or otherwise
doubtful.

One approach to deal with understanding the under-
iying data is for CRAs to disclose raw data, default, and
transition statistics, defaults relative to the initial rarings,
procedures, and methodologies (thus not disclosing
personal data).

There is regulatory consensus6 thar CRAs should, to
a certain extent, review the qualiry ofthe data input and
the due diligence performed by originators, arranlfers,
and issuers. To achieve this goal, the CRAs should take
the following actions:

1. Adopt reasonabie measures to ensure that the infor-
mation they use is of sultrcienr qualiry ro supporr a

credible rating.

2. Establish an independent function to review the
feasibility of providing a credit rating for new prod_
ucts materially difTerent from those currently rated.

3. Refrain from rating a security when the complex_
rfy or structure of a new rype of structured product,
or the lack of robust data about underiying assets,
raises serious questions as to whether CRAs can
determine a credit rating.

4. Disclose rvhat qualitative reviews CRAs perform
on originators' underwriting standards and establish
criteria for reviewing indrvidual mortgage lenders,
as well as the lendert origination processes. CRAs
would review and evaluate rhese .loan originarors
and disclose their evaluations on their 'Web 

sites.
Such a review would sarisfy the need for having a

system that correlates, in the rating and monitor_
ing process, these standards with ratin€F, as oudined
in the preceding section, and could be particularly
helpful in revolving securitizations of assets (where
new assets are purchased on a periodic basis).

5. 'Iake into account rhe inforrnation on the portion
of underlying assers held by originators when rat-
ing securitized products.

6. Develop criteria for the due diligence information
that is collected by investment banks on the mort-
gages comprising a RMBS. This soiution couid be
more practical and Gasible than a whole review of
underiying data by CRA. CRAs should review and
update these criteria compared to those currently
used in light of any weaknesses. CRAs would receive
ioan level results of due dihgence and review those
results prior to issuing ratinlp. They would also dis-
close their due djligence criteria on their'Web sites.

7 . Require a series of representations and warran-
ties from investment banks and other financially
responsible parties about the loans underlying rhe
structured finance products and the level and scope
of due diligence performed.

The EU Commission proposal contains some of
these measures. It does not require CRAs to verifiz
information received, but it mentions a variery of factors
to consider for determining the reliabiliry of the sources
used.7 If a lack of reliable dara or rhe complexiry of the
structure of a new product makes it seriously problem-
atic to produce a credit rating, CRAs should refrain from
issuing a credit rating or withdraw an exisring credir
ratin€i. CRAs would also be required to disclose ro what
extent information provided by the issuer was verified.
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The SEC rule requires an NRSRO applicant to

disclose whether and. if so, how much verification
performed on underlying assets is relied upon in deter-

rnining credit ratinpp and how assessments of the qualiry

of originators of structured finance piay a parr in the

determination of the credit rating. This langua€le seents

to focus on disclosure without settinFl forth precise and

more rigorous constraints on the quahty of reviews

to be carried out by CRAs. Indeed, the SEC instead

emphasizes in its proposals a possible review frorn other

CRAs. One of SECI proposed rules requires that CRAs
disclose the inforrnation provided to and used by the

NRSROs so that other rnarket participants may use the

information to derive their own conclusions and review

the NRSROs findrngs. In this tvvo-step process (review

and disclosure by CRAs of data provided by originators/
issuers/arrangers and further reevaluation of such data

by other market participants) other NRSROs would
have the same access to non-pubiic material information
provided to the NRSRO rating the product

Weaknesses of Proposed Solutions
The cost-effectiveness of a complete review by the

CRAs of the activity aiready carried out by origina-
tors, arranllers, and issuers is obviously debatable. Such

duplication could also afi-ect the pricing of the related

instrurnents. The issue is rather to what extent CRAs
are supposed to review the quahry of data, what would
be the degree ofrequired due diligence for providers of
such data, and to what extent such data can be standard-

ized to ease the evaluation process. Even when another

endry (other than CRAs) reviews the information and

data, the issue of its impact on the pricing and Liquidiry

of structured finance products requires further explo-
ration. Furthermore, a legal solution based on CRAs'
relying on representations and warranties (which would
not significantly alter the current system) could reduce

a CRA! incentive to be more proactive in reviewing
and assessing data and information given by originators,

issuers, and arrangers. Stronger representations and war-
ranties when coupled with an increase of unsolicited

ratings and disclosure of a srnall amount of information
could, therefore, lead to a lower quality of assessments

by CRAs and lower accuracy of data.

Actions Taken by CRAs Regarding Review

of Underlying Data
In acknowledgement of investors and regulators dis-

satisfaction of the CRAs treatment of underlying data,

various CRAs have taken certain actions. For instance,

they have enhanced the formal internal trairung pro-
grams for analysts and external investor education
efforts, irnproved transparency of rating assunlptions,

such as the publication of a series of additional "what-
if" scenarios for major asset classes, rolled out additional
electronic tools to communicate surveillance and cross-

transaction comparisons for structured finance ratings,

and added Rating Outiooks at the tranche level across

structured finance transactions in selected markets.

Regulation Through Independent CRAst
Competing CRAS, Post Rating and
Monitoring Process, and Litigation

Various mechanisms are possible to improve the

efTectiveness of ratings, including creating new inde-
pendent or competing CRAs, enhancing the post rating
rnonitoring process, and litigation against CRAs.

Regulatory Approaches
To address the current deficiencies in the rating

process, the US regulators and trade groups propose

disclosure oriented solutions; the European approach

advocates disclosure and active regulation of CRAs,
with a focus also on internal governance svstems.

Generally, European regulators and governments are

agitating for more rigorous standards for CRAs, regu-
lating in some form CRAs and expanding the scope of
activities or the practices of CRAs, thus holding them
nlore accountabie for each step in the rrting process.

The recent proposal by the EIJ Cornmission also sub-

stantively draws upon the IOSCO code, to which the

rnajor CRAs already subscribe. The US regulators and

trade groups, on the other hand, are approaching these

same subjects differently by advocating selGpolicing and

more disclosure by the CRAs to allow other market par-

cicipants to observe and improve the performance of the

CRAs in the origination-distribution-securitization-
investment process and for market participants to make

their own decisions.

Methods to Facilitate Review of CRAs' Per{ormance

and Entrance of New Competitors
There is a regulatory denrand for an endry (e.g., a

government a€iency, a cornpetitor, a review board) to
review the performance, compliance. and governance

processes of the CRAs and assess the correlation
bet\,veen compliance/soverrlance and the qualiry of
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ratings. In general, there is also regulatory demand
for more CRAs to provide more unsolicited ratings
(although ditlicult in the structured products area

because of the lack of access to data), independent
research, independent review ofassets, and independent
monitoring,/surveilla nce. Given the oligopolistic nature

of the CRA industry, introducing an independent firm
and independent review into the ratings process may be

difTicult. but useful.

To enable reviews of CRA performance, regulators
have suggested that CRAs disclose a record of material
deviation of their ratings compared with performance
of the rated securities, enhance ratings performance
measurement statistics, and disclose the historical rat-
ings activities relating to each current credit rating of
a CRA.

The CRAs'new competitors could play an important
role as independent firms engaged in the monitoring/
surveiliance (post ratings) process by reviewing the

ongoing validity of methodology, data, and assumptions

used and by assigning asset classes different ratings.

In this respect, the EU Commission proposal
establishes a central repository €iathering historical
performance data of CRAs, together with additional
inforrnation on past rating activities. The purpose is

to allou' users of ratings to be better informed about
CRAs' comparative performance and make i''1""t^'-
wide comparisons.

The SECI recent amendments would require an

NRSRO applicant to provide enhanced disclosure

and statistics on ratings transitions (i.e., upgrades and
downgrades) for each class of ratings for which it is

registered or seeking registration. In particular, the

SEC requires that the exhibits to the NRSRO forms
include definitions of the credit ratings (including an

explanation of each category and notch) and expla-
nations of the performance rneasurement statistics,

including the metrics used to derive the statistics.

Separare sers of performance mcasurement statistics

(showing ratings transitions, withdrawals and default
rates) must be broken over one-, three- and 10-year

periods for each class of credit rating. An NRSRO
would also be required to make publicly available a

random sample of 10 percent of its issuer-paid credit
ratinss and their histories for each class of issuer-paid

credit rating for which the NRSRO is registered; an

alternative proposal to such requirement. on which
SEC is seeking comments, would increase such per-
centage to 100 percent, even though a credit ratine
action would not need to be disclosed until 12 months
after such action is taken (this tirne limit is set in order
to protect revenues generated from selling downloads
and data feeds). The SEC is requiring similar disclo-
sure for NRSROs that issue subscriber-paid credit
ratings that do not usually make their ratings publicly
available for free.

Provision of Independent Ratings

Another approach to introducing competing infor-
mation into the CRA process is to require CRAs to
provide independent research in the same way that US
investment banks are required to provide research by
independent research firms.

The New York Attorney General created a similar
model for investment banks that had conflicts of inter-
est with their analysts' recommendations to provide
independent research CRAs.

Government and Private Sector Oversight
The United States has established a governlxent

oversight function in the auditing business that might
be a rnodel for the oversisht of CRAs.

The Sarbanes-Odey Act of 2002 established a

private-sector, non-profit organization, the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB).The
PCAOB oversees auditors of publicly traded firms with
the aim of protecting the interests of investors and its
powers include:

1. Registration of accounting firms. Accounting firms
that are not registered with PCAOB cannot prepare
or issue audit reports on IJS public cornpanies.

2. Adoption of standard setting on matters such as

qua1iry control, ethics, independence, audit docu-
mentation.These standards are discussed with con-
cerned entities and rlarket participants and their
establishment becomes effective upon approval of
the SEC.

3. Conducting inspecrions to invesrigate and assess

conrpliance w'ith laws and professional standar&.
'Written reports on inspections are provided to SEC
--r ^^-.^;- ^^-.;^rs are made available 16 rhe nrrhli,.dllu rLlklll l'vltrvlli dll llldul dvdudut\ (u tlll Puuu\.
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+. Enforcement of compliance and issuance of disci-
plinary or remedial sanctions.

In the rating business, a similar oversight board
should coordinate with the SEC or IOSCO to avoid
any duplication or overlapping of function.

On the other hand, certarn private r'ompanies rnonitor
and assess governance practices and risk-management
processes of a vast nunrber of companies.8 This activ-
iry involves the analysis and verification of publicly
disclosed documents. It is usually coupled with voting
proxies advice and includes the provision of corporate

€fovernance ratings on the basis of a set of objectives

and criteria, risk alerts and early risk detection systems,

analyses of accounting policies and financial statement

transparency, and other relevant economic and financial
matters.

IOSCO has envisaged an international rnonitoring
body over CRAs activity similar in purpose to the

auditing standards oversight body, the Public Interest

Oversight Board (whose activiry however, is limited to
overseeing and advising on standard-settin€i activities).

Relationships between Payment Models
and Outside Oversight

The issuer pay model business which dominates the

CRA industry is a serious obstacle to the introduction
of competitors, surveillance companies, or other third
parties. The issue becomes whether the CRAs, issuers,

and/ or investors should pay for such other party to
monitor/survey ratings performance and provide inde-
pendent research reports and to whom such an entiry
should be responsible (other CRAs, issuers, investors),

and what would be the consequences of any such

choice on liquidity of structured finance markets.e

Because of resource issues and independence issues,

CRAs could outsource part of the monitoring,/surveil-
lance process or another party should perform such

function on behalf of issuers or investors. Although these

suggestions require an accepted process or infrastr-r-icture

difi-erent from what current\ exists, such a process would
sr-rccessfuily implement the SECi and other regulators'

go:rls in introducing new prrticipants into the CRA
industry or in introducing independent non-conflicted
information for the benefit of investors. On the other
hand, having a governnent a€iency that centralizes this

function, while it would address the problems of access to
non-public information, would not realize these goals.

Post-Rating and Monitoring Activity
After the ratings are issued, the focus of CRA

perfornrance shifts to rnonitoring, auditing, and surveil-
lance. Regulators remain concerned about the ability of
CRAs to react appropriately to widespread credit dete-
rioration, in particular asset-class performance, which
requires CRAs to review large numbers of ratings in a

short time.

On an ongoing basis, fewer resources are dedicated
to monitoring ratingF than issuing initial ratings. Besides

business profitability concerns, the reasons for this are

that much of the initiai monitoring of these transactions

is carried out automatically against data performance
criteria by a CRA analyst and surveillance analyst who
initiate a review if the transaction does not peform as

expected. Moreover, the analytical work on the par-
ticular deal structure and legal framework has already
been carried out, so the monitoring,/surveillance work
generally takes less analyst time.

As described above, the monitoring process should
be aimed also at having a proper mechanism for linking
particular ratings with changing risks along the chain
of diflerent products and macroeconomic/market/
voiatiliry/systemic risks.

Regulators support the idea to establish indi-
viduai separate monitoring teanrs within a CRA for
structured-finance products, but recommend that the

CRAs continue to evaluate their internal processes to
ensure that they maintain their operational flexibility.

There is also regulatory demand for an independent
review mechanisrn. A few asset mana€Jers have stressed

that investors shouid have access to more regular infor-
mation, especially the issuer report or trustee reports
that the CRAs receive, and that rnonitoring data should
be freely available to investors.

Intermediate steps by CRAs in strenp;thenlng gover-
nance and review ofinternai risk processes include:

1. Engaging an external firnr to review their compLi-
ance and governance pro('esses and holding peri-
odic Audrt Committee reviews of these Drocesses:
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2. Establishing risk assessment oversight conlmittees
that will assess risks to the rating process and feasi-

bility of rating new types of securities;

3. Increasins RMBS surweillance staffto inrprove the

surveillance process; and
+. Introducing a nurnber of measures focusing on data

inrcqriry ltor srrrrcrurcd pr.rJu,'rs rarinqs.

The EU Comnrission proposal focuses on the
cnhrn.crrrent oI rnonirorirrg indircctly hy requir-
ing CRAs to corlstantly review their methodologies,
nroclels and assurnptions. Besides, it generally states that
CRAs shor,rld allocate a sufEcient number of hr-rman

ancl financial resources to the monitoring and updating
of creclit ratings.

The SEC requires an NRSRO applicant to provide
rnore detailed information on the surveillance process

and on how diflerent nrodels are used for surveiliance
than for initial ratings; an NRSRO rnust disclose the
frequency of its sur-veillance efforts and how changes to
its quantitative and qualitative rating models are incor-
porated into the surveillance process.

Litigation against CRAs
US litigation has been an ineffective method of

influencing the perforrlancc of CRAs.

In the United States, ciainrs against CRAs have

rangecl frorn lack of due diligence, negligent rnisrepre-

sentation, and unfair trade practices to the assignment
olt rrndeserverlly lriqher ratings ro irnpaired and risky
instrunrents and the failure to change rrtings before a

bankruptcy or crisis occurred.

Civil suits against CRAs by investors have largely
been unsuccessful, as the courts have found that
the role of CRAs is akin to that of nenrbers of the
press and that infonnation gathered during the ret-
ing process and the analvsis of sr,rch inforrnation has

First Anrendment protection.l0 The courts have also

suggested that investors are not intended third-parry
beneficiaries of the contract between the CRA and
the issuer.11 Additionally, the First Anrendment pro-
tc-ction enloyetl by CRAs has been reinforced by
cases in r,vhich these age ncies have succcssfully resisted
thircl-party discoverv. The courts have also founcl
that th"rr ratrng eqencies enjoy the s:rnre privileges as

journalists. l2

An exception is founcl in In re Fitchl3 where the
court held rhat inlorrnation gathered hy thc rrtrng
agency in question w.ls not protected by the journahst's
privilege because the ratrns agcncy played an active
role in restructurinlJ the transactiori, a role it considered
"inconsistent with traditional jourrralism." Thc court
also founcl in that case thet Fitchs rating hed been basecl

on the "client needs."

With respect to the subprime nreltdown, one of the
latest clairns against CRAs is a securities class action
lawsuit filed by the New Jersey Carpentert Vacation
Fundla against a nurnber of participants associated with
Harbor View Mortgage Loan Trusts. The complaint
alleges that the ratine asency defendants "faileci to con-
duct due diligence and willingly assigned the highest
ratings to such impaired instrurnents since thev received
substantial fees fronr the issuer."l5 The con.rplaint also

alleges that the rating agencies "issued the ratings based

on an outdated methodology clesiened in about 2002."
The rating agencies later downgraded the rnorrsa€le-
backed securities, and their admission that they had not
used an appropriate rating methodologry resulted in a

substantial decline in the value of the bonds. This case
ic vef tn h..l^,-;'1.,1

Lcgal cornnlentators agree that rhe subprinre cri.it
and the extent of involvement of the rating agencies

with the issuers in structuring ancl packaginq producrs
wiil test the lirnits of the privilege clairned by CRAs.
They may be exposed to charges of seif-dealing, con-
flicts of interests, and material onrissions where thev
have not revealed the extent of their relationships with
the issuers.Also, the courts have stated that the fact that
CRA rates unsolicited transactions is not a primary
consideration for the application or non-application of
the privilege,16 5cl i1 is likelv that S&P nray not benefit
{:-.--' }L drSurrr! rrL.

Standardization of Data, Methodology,
and Transparency

There is a regulatory trend toward asking the CRAs
to provide standardization of nrethodolosv, data, and
transparencv reearding conrponcnts of the raungs
p roc ess.

A standardized, publicly available fornrat rvould sup-
port nrarket participants in reaching tlreir irx'estrtrent
decisions, a11ow for clear conununications rcs.rr(lins
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the characteristics and limitations of the ratings of
structured finance products, and provide information
on critical model assumptions to facilitate a greater

understanding by market participants and clear labels

identiflzing which methodoiogy and version have been

used. If standardized information is disclosed, a com-
petitor or investor may evaluate such information for
investors, for whom the standardization may mask the

underlying work.

The CRAs resist standardization on the groun&
that each CRA is singtrlar and provides unique reports:

Standardrzation has its hrnits due to a higher grade of
complexiry and the difterences berween the transactions.

Alternatives to Full Standardization
If fu1l standardization is not accomplished, regula-

tors have advocated having at least certain specified

information in each rating opinion.This is the solution

underiying the recent EU Commission proposal, which
does not aim to create a singie forrnat for presentation

of credit ratings but requires elements that users of rat-

ings rnay expect to find in a rating opinion.lT

The SEC is less insistent on standardization. In this

conrext. one market participant proposes restricting
CRAs in receiving non-public information based on

the argument that either information is crucial for risk

assessment and thus should be publicly available or, if
not, should not be made availabie to CRAs. Thus, the

SEC and CRAs prefer full disclosure rather than a stan-

dardized approach.

If standardized information were not produced, there

might be a need for a competitor CRA to provide

standardized reports to a-llo-uv for comparison amonl;

the various CRAs. In that case, the competitor itself
rvould create standardized data.A competitor could also

construct a publicly available independent database to

collect consolidated information.

Transparency of Data and Methodology CRAs Used

to Assist Investors in Interpreting Ratings

Transparency is a key, recurring requirement under
recent regulatory proposals or reforms. The purpose is

to inrprove CRAs'performance through enhanced mar-
ket discipJrne and better information in favor of users of
ratin5;S. In the case of the SEC approach, transparency is

also aimed at encouraging unsolicited ratings activities.

As noted, regulators have been focusing on disclosure

of methodologies, model assumptions, weightings of
key parameters, and correlations underlying structured
finance ratings and their impact on the ratings to enable

investors to make better use of structured-finance rat-
ings in their investment decisions and risk-assessment

procedures.

This transparency should be feasible because CRAs
require the issuer to provide comprehensive disclosure

in a standardized manner about the characteristics of
each asset in the asset pool, the validation process used

to verify the quality of information provided, all per-
tinent representations and warranties, and servicer and

trustee reports.

The idea of removing registration features fronr
CRAs'Web sites also goes toward this transparency-

oriented approach.

The EU Commission proposed regulation provides

for the publication of an annual transparency report
(including a series of general matters on CRAs inter-
nal governance, compliance, and financial information
on CRAs'clients) and for detailed, ongoing disclosure

obligations (dealing also with staffissues, compensation
arrangements, ancillary services, conflicts of interest).

As noted in previous sections, the SEC bases its regu-
latory focus on transparency and disclosure requirements
with regard to procedures and methodoiogies, surveil-
iance process, and review of quality of originators.

The SECI emphasis on disclosure and transpar-

ency aims also at increasing the number of unsoLicited

ratings.

Interaction with lssuers and Arrangers
and Related Conflicts of Interests

The nature of structured finance means that the

ratin€J process tends to involve a nlore continual and

repetitive interaction be tween the CRAs and the

issuc-r/;rr.rr.iger thrt rlav result in CRAs playing an

advison- role in the structuring of a securitization
vehiclc-. 1 | T\ prcallr. th c issuer/arran€ler will bring a

proposed structure to the CRA, and the CRA will
carr\ orlr rr' nrode[nq ancl assessment of the underlying
asset Fool s,. This .rssessment will highlight the relative

strenqths :n.1 u-eaknesses of the structure, asset pool(s),
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and credit-enhancenrent levels ofthe proposed product,
as well as provide an irrdicative rating. The issuer/
Jrranger crn tl)cn r('ccpt the inirial rating proposed

as a result of this assessnlent or choose to restructure
the product in a nunrber of ways to improve this rat-
ing. The CRAs state that this is achieved, for exarnple,

hr .rltcrirrq tlre un..lerlying J\\ct pool(:) or inrprovittg
credit-enhancenrent levels, accordrng to decisions left
to the issuer/arranqcr. The CRA will perforrri a new
assessment on any aurended structure.

One reason for this peculiar interaction is that issuers

of structured finance have rnore flexibiliry to alter the

r:oniposition of their sccurirv than a corporate lssuer

r,vor.rlcl have to amend its finances. The CRAs say that

tliis interaction is beneficial in allor&'ine thenr to gain

a clear understanding of the proposed structure of the

cleal and thus producc a better-infornred rating. The
risk is that the CIRAs'interaction with issuers/arrangers

has become advisory rn nature, presenting a height-
enecl possibiliry that conflicts of interest will neeatively

inrpact the objectiveness of their rating opinrons.

The CRAs generally do not view their interaction
u irlr irsucrr/arrangers of sfructrrreJ fin.rnce nrodrrctt""'F,''-

as aclvisory in nature. They state that thev may provide
Gedback on credit-enhancenrent levels, but only in line
u'ith their publicly available methodologies. end they

do not provide advice on how to structure any deals.

Therefore, thcy do not consider thenrselves providers of
arr advisory service or believe tirat tlieir activiry creates

additional unrnanaseable conflicts of interest.

Of course, the concern is the line between illegiti-
ilrate reconrrnendations and legitimate infornration and

feedback provided by a CRA regarding the relationship
betrveen rnodel outputs on the one hand and the CIRA's

decisions with respect to necessary c--redit enliancenient
ievels to support a particul.rr rating on the othcr. The
distinction between feedback and an inrplicit reconr-
rrrcrr.lation is quite suhtlc. and rhe pcruliar intera,'tion

ar.id the close relationship with issuers/arrangers could
arguably be handied by strong rronitoring tools and

appropriate and transparent payment methodologies.*

Positions Taken by Regulators and MonitoringTools
Regulators rnaintain that the level of intcraction

betr,veen the CRAs and issuers of structured finance

products creates additional conflicts of interest for the

CRAs that the (.RAs arc not rrranaging proper)y.Thrrs.
Cl{As should ensure thet they are fully trar}sparent
with regard to the exact nature of their interaction with
issuers/arrangers of structurecl finance procluc-ts. CRAs
should also have strong poiicies and procedures in place

to rnonitor and control this interaction and ensure it
re[lct'ts their prrhli. position.

The SEC requires that NRSRC)s stop advisory
activities or recor-rlmendations to the issr:ers/obhgors.
The SEC allows feedback for NRSROs regarding the
issue but prohibits reconiniendations.

Likewise, the EU Conrrnissiorr proposal prohib-
its providing advisory services or recolrlmendations
reearding tlie clesign of structured-finance instrunrents.
It also establishes disclosure requirenrents to r-nanage

ancl elinrinate any potential or actual conflict of inter-
est. Specified cases of conflict ofintcrest, nrainly reiated
to financial relationships with cLients, are subject to
disclosure.

Possible Solutions
Besides Lirrutrng or prohibitrng advisory activities and

having disclosurc requirements as notecl in the preced-
ing paragraph, regulators are considering the following
nreasrlres to deal with conflicts raisecl by the intcr.rction
of CRAs with structured-products issuers (with the
EU proposal especially focusing on internal qovernance

related nreasures):

1. A rotation of analysts who cannot work r,vith a

certain client for longer than a specific period;
2. Havins a number of independent directors in the

board whose rcrluneration cannot depend on the
ht t'ine.r ncrfori nr nlc of the CRA -tn .hl rt'e of ver-t-'.^",.,
ifying cornphance with internal control systenls;

3. The creation of an internal function to review thc
qualiry of the ratings, whrch reporrs to the inde-
nFrr, lFn|, iire,-tnr<'

4. Deternrining conrpens.ltion,lrrilngculcnts for
employees involved in the r.rtinq pro.ess not on the
basis of the revenue qeneretcd br- thc r.rtccl cntitics;

5. Prohibiting CllAs (includinq afiliates) frorrr is:r,unq

a ('redif rrfing witlt rcspe('t to ,rrt .rhL'--.'r ,'r .c. L.r'r:\

when the CI{A nrade reconunendations ro rhc o:.,r-
gor or the issuer. undenvriter, or sponsor oirhe .c-.-
rirv rrhrt is tlre n;rties resnon:ihlc li'r rrrrr. nrl t:.- ... -'"J \.,'*''-'"',-t '-t" "'"' "
securiry) about the corporate or lcgal strLrcrurc. .,-:).'-).
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habihties, or activities of the obligor or issuer of the

security (especi:Llly about how to obtain a desired

credir ranng during the rating process).

An additional interesting solution could be to insert
a competitor as an intermediary. Since regulators would
Like to see the connection between the product analyst

and the arranger weakened, broken, or supervised and

seek to Lirnit or prohibit a CRA fronr recommending
structures to an issuer, a competitor could insert itself
as an intermediary. Such intermediary could play a role
in the structuring process, advising or recomrnending a

certain structure. In that case, the trilatera-l relationship

between the arrangers/issuer, the CRA, and the internre-
diary (e.g., competing CRA) should be further assessed

in order to avoid the recurrerrce of the sarne problems

arising from a too close interaction. Arguably, the inter-
rnediary should maintain a relationship only with, and

be accountable only towards, the issuer/arrangers.

Unsolicited Ratings
The SEC ar€pes that transparency and disclosure by

CRAs would result in an increase in unsolicited ratings

to contribute to enhancing the qua1iry and credibility
of soLicited ratings. However, unsolicited ratings may

contribute to unintended adverse consequences for rat-
ings in general and raise certain practical obstacles.

The SEC proposes requiring NRSROs to disclose

nrore information. Such disclosure would facilitate
unsolicited ratings, thereby increasing competition.
policing the NRSROs, and allowing for the entry and

development of new ones.

The SEC considers that the followine information
should be disclosed:

1. A-ll information provided to the NRSRO that is

used in deternining the initial credit rating; for the

securiry including information about the charac-
teristics of the assets underlying or referenced by

the securiry and rhe legal strucrure of rhe securiry:
2. All information provided to the NRSRO that is

used in undertaking credit rating surveillance on
the security or noney market instrurnent, includ-
rng infornration about the characteristics and per-
formance of the assets underlying or referenced

by the securiry or nloney market instrunrent, like
trustee reports about the underlying assets.

The SEC expects the rules to increase the transpar-
ency of the ratings process and thereby making it nrore
apparent when an NRSRO may be allowing business

considerations to irnpair its ob.lectiviry and enhance
competition by creating the opportuniry for NRSROs
that are not hired to rate structured products to deter-
nrine, nonetheless, credit ratings and establish track
records for rating these products.

One of SEC the proposed rules would require that,
as a condition to the NRSRO's being permitted to rate

a structured finance product, the information provided
to the NRSRO and used by the NRSRO in deter-
rnining the credit rating would need to be disclosed
through a means designed to provide reasonably broad
dissemination of the information. The procedures and
tirning for disclosure would differ based on whether an

oflering is public or private.

The SEC proposes that an NRSRO should obtain
a representation from the arranger (or other parties)
that the necessary information be disclosed to other
NRSROs, which in turn would furnish the SEC an

annual certification that they are accessing the infor-
mation solely to deternrine credit ratings and will
determine a minimum number of credit ratings using
the information. Moreover, NRSROs hired by arrang-
ers (issuers, under-writers, and sponsors) to perforin
credit ratings for structured finance products would
need to disclose to other NRSROs, on a password-
protected Web Srte, the deals for which they were in
the process of determining such credit ratings. The
arrangers would need to provide the NRSROS that
they hire with a representation that they will provide
information given to the hired NRSROs to other
NRSROs and NRSROs seeking to access infornration
maintained by the NRSROs and the arrangers would
need to furnish the SEC an annual certification that
they are accessing the information solely to deterrnine
credit ratings and will deterrnine a minimum number
of credit ratinpp using the inforniation. The arranger
would be required to provide infornration to determine
or monitor the credit rating, must ta€l the information
to indicate whether it is current, to provide the conr-
ponents of the inforrnation including infornration
about the characteristics of the assets underlying or rel
erenced by the security or money market rnstruntent
and the 1egal structure of the securiry or money market
instrurnent, performance data regarding the underlying
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assets probably obtained from the trustee, loan tapes,

and legal documents. The goal is to allow the other
NRSROs to more actively participate in the ratings
process and to follow the progression of changes that
lead to the final information upon which the credit
rating should be based. These proposals would also

require amending Regulation FD regarding the fair
and timely disclosure to all of material nonpublic
information.

The SEC would not reouire disclosure of the
following:

1. Information about collateral poois (i.e.,loan tapes)

provided by the arranger t ontlining a mjx of assers

that is different from the composition of the final
collateral pool upon which the credit rating is

based: and
2. Communications between the NRSRO and the

issuer, underwriter, sponsor, depositor, or trustee to
the extent that the communications do nor conraln
information necessary for the NRSRO to deter-
mine an initial credit rating or perform surveillance
on an existing credir raring.

The SEC proposes the pricing date as the time of
the first disclosures, or the earliest date upon which
the asset pool and lega1 structure of the trust are settled
on.However, such disclosure should be coordinated
with the timing need for other NRSROs to issue unso-
licited ratings.

The SECI proposal expects disclosure of the
characteristics of the assets (not personal identifying
information) in the pool underlying the structured
finance product and the legal documentation settin€l

forth the capital structure of the trust, paymenf pr1-
orities with respect to the tranche securities issued by
the trust (the water{alI), and all applicable covenants
regarding the activities of the trust, a loan tape (idenri-

fizing each loan in the pool and its characteristics such

as rype of loan, principal amount, loan-to-value ratio,
borrowert FICO score, and geographic location of the
property) and the credit-enhancement levels for the
tranche securities to be issued bv the trust.

Possible Concerns Regarding Unsolicited Ratings
The risk of the foregoing proposal of disclosins cer-

tain inforrnation to facilitate unsolicited ratinss is that

arrangers would prefer to have a CRA use relatively
little information to €lenerate solicited credit ratinp5s

to minimize the amount of information the NRSRO
must disciose.There couid be a race to the bottorri, in
which CRAs using a small arnount of inforntation and
lower accuracy of data would be favored. However,
enhanced disclosure and transparency requirenrenrs
and obligations to carry out certain assessnrents and
not to issue ratings in case of lack of information, .rs

described under preceding sections, might address these

concerns.

On the other hand, if the disclosure of certain
information is not required, a competing CRA rnight
not have suflcient data to deliver a useful unsolicited
ratin€i.

The issue could also be the enforceabiiiry of any
representations and warranties by issuers,/originators/
arrangers to disclose relevant information and their
Iiability also vis-i-vis other NRSROs.

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, there is the
issue of who would pay for unsolicited ratings and
whether such ratings would be public (allowing for
free riders).

Some of the above concerns about unsolicited rat-
ings are implicit in the proposed EU regulation, which,
unlike SEC, does not enhance the importance of unso-
Licited ratings but takes a rather cautious approach. The
risk is that ratings may be based on less comprehensive
information. Accordingly, the EU proposed regulation
merely provides for disclosure of CRAs policies on
unsolicited ratings, with the aim of alerting investors
that the CRA did not have access to the issuers'internal
documents. It also requires unsolicited ratings to have a

different ratin€l cate€iory.

Legal Questions to Consider
In light of the above and as noted in SECt propos-

als, the following legal issues should be considered
in relation to disclosure of information, interactions
with interested parties, and enhancement of unsolicited
ratings:

1. 'Would the proposed information be sufficient
or inadequate to permit the deterrnination of an

unsolicited credit rating?
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2. Are there other entities that are providing informa-
tion to CRAs that should be covered?

3. Should regulators provide a safe harbor whereby

a CRA that obtained a representation from one

or il1ore parties to a transaction to disclose the

required information would not be heid in viola-
tion of the rule if the party drd not fulfill its disclo-

sure obligations under the representation?

4. Should regulators also require the disclosure of infor-
rnation about any steps that were taken to verifli
information about the asets underlying or referenced

by the securiry or money market instrument, or, if
no such steps were taken, a disclosure of that fact?

5. 'Would the disclosure of the initial information
provide enough tirne for other CRAs to determine

unsolicited ratings before the securities were sold

to investors and what would be the impact of any

change of the underlyine information or the struc-

tured product on the unsolicited ratings? Should

there be any requirement to update the unsoLicited

rating?

6. For CRAs that obtain information about the under-
lying assets of structured products from third parties

such as vendors, would it be necessary to require the

disclosure of this information as proposed?

7. Does and could the information provided to CR
As by issuers, underwriters, sponsors, depositors,

or trustees about assets underlying structured
products commonly include personal identifying
information?

B. Does any of the information provided to CRAs
about assets underiying structured products contain

proprietary information? Is this type of conflict
one that could be addressed through disclosure and

procedures to manage it instead of prohibiting it?
9. Would there be practical difiiicuities for a CRA that

is part of a large conglomerate to comply with the

proposed requirement?
10. Should regulators specify the rype of interactrons

berween a CRA and the person seeking the rating

that would or would not constitute recommenda-

tions for the purposes of this rule?

Payment Methodologies
Regulators are scrutinizing the various methods by

which the CRAs are paid and whether such methods

pose conflicts of interests and damage the integriry.

value, or quality of the information provided to or by

the CRAs. In discussing the various payment methods,

this article covers solicited and unsolicited ratings, the

issuer-pays modei, the fee-for-service modei (which
requires that an issuer pay CRAs regardless of whether
it ultimately rates the securities), ex post (or post-ratings)

services, ancillary services, notching, and remuneration
of analysts. I e

The fee-for-service model and the provision of ex

posl services and ancillary services present opportuni-
ties in which a competitor could play a role, not only
in the direct issuance of the rating but also in related

services, like structuring a structured finance vehicle or
providing post-ratin€J and ancillary services.These areas

would benefit from an independent participant that,

because the participant is not involved in the issuance

of the rating (or, in case of the fee-for-service model, is

paid regardless of the ultimate issue of a rating) would
prove valuable to an investor for services that the CRAs
currently provide but which place the CRAs in a con-
flicted position.

Fees as percentage of the nominal value of the trans-

action are 2 to 3 times higher for structured products
than for traditional rating activiry. The main principles
that CRAs pubiish in their own codes of conduct pro-
vide only generic information about fees and payment
rnethods. However, some of the CRAs make more spe-

cific fee information availabie on theirWeb sites.

Pre- | 975 Debt Securities
The investor paid the CRAs because the system had

no or Low conflict of interests due to the lower volume
and/or frequency of each issuance. On the other hand,

free riders were able to benefit by the dissemination of
information paid for by a specific investor.

Current Payment Methodologies and lssues

Solicited Debt Securifies: Issuers and/or underwrit-
ers pay a "success fee" or use an issuer-pays model in
which the issuer pays based on a percentage of the total
issuance value and on the compiexrry of deal and/ or
asset class. There are possible floors and ceilings limits
and additional fees for monitoring the security through
its lifetinie. The CRAs also impose break-up fees in
case of "rating shopping."This system raises conflicts of
interest and allorvs for the dissemination of informa-
tion to free riders. Rating shopping may also create the

rrsk oi cncouraqrnq CRAs to issue high ratings with
los' qrralin' .rrndrrdr lor the purposes of marntaining
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market shares without a proper counter-mechanism
that renders CRAs more accountable (due to the

freedom-of-speech defense).

Moreover, the investors-pay model may raise con-
flicts ofinterest, as investors could have certain interests

in purchasing specific securities having certain ratings

for a variery of purposes (e.g., capital adequacy require-
ments under Basel II).

Unsolicited: Issuers and/ot underwriters typically do

not pay for unsolicited ratings. However, market par-
ticipants express concern that unsolicited ratings may

encourage issuers to hire a CRA in other deals because

the issuers beiieve the unsolicited rating to be high
quality or because they wish to influence the outcome
of unsolicited ratings.'With respect to unsolicited rat-
ings, some issuers also allege that CRAs may have used

strong-arm tactics to induce payment for a rating that an

issuer did not request (i.e., sending a bill for an unsolic-
ited rating or sending a fee schedule and "encouraging"

payment).In order to improve market understanding of
structured finance ratings and rating changes, regulators

should review the transparency of these methodologies
and the ways that they are appiied.

Solicited Only Structured Securities Due to the Com-
plexity of Each Deal:'[he issuer or underwriter pays

"success fees" or issuer-pays model fee based on the

percenta€ie of total issuance value and the complexity
of deal and/ or class asset. There are possible floors and

ceilings limits and additional fees for monitoring the

transaction through its lifetime. The CRAs may also

impose break-up fees in case the issuer engages in "rat-
ing shopping."Additional revenues may be derived from
ancillary and consultant activities. Ancillary activities are

services not linked to rating activiry such as advisory
activiw on the capital structure of the issuer vehicle.2O

Thrs payment model introduces more conflicts of
interests because:

. Issuer-pays model may press CRAs to issue ratings

that are pleasing to the issuer/arranger/tnderwriter.
. There is a greater connection between core rrtinq

and ancillary activitles.
. Analysts are involved in fee negotiatlons. (CESR

particularly criticized the role of analr'sts iri tee

negotiation although CRAs said that for structured

product this consultative activiry is necessary in order
to price the service correctly.)

Complex Tiansactions: Higher fees apply to more
complex transactions.

Disclosure'. Market participants have suggested that
r ra.trir hAr-ahr.rGA cf CRAs annual revenues derive
from investors rather than exclusively from issuers or
to require, for a particular product that is to be raced

by at least two CRAs, that a rating is issued also by a

company not compensated by the issuer.

Market participants' disclosures might include:

. Whether any issuer. originator, arranger, subscriber,
or other client and its affiliates make up more than
10 percent of a CRAI annual revenue;

. A11 cases of rating shopping on a periodic basis; and

. General nature and quota of CRAs' compensation
(l.e., revenues for core rating activity and revenues

for other ancillary activities).

Fee for Seruice Moilel/RBMS:This payment model
requires the issuer to pay the CRAs for servrces

provided, regardless of whether a rating is actually
issued.21

This model could avoid rating shopping and races

to the bottom towards having more complacent rat-
inp. However, the fee-for-service model also arguably
entrenches the existing CRAs since the existing ones

wiil be paid.

Ex Post Seruices/Structured Proilucts and Ancillary
Seruices'.The issuer pays the CRAs.Ancillary services are

services not linked to a ratin€J adtiviry such as advisory
activiry on the capital structure of the issuer vehicle.22

Remuneration of Analy sts / Structured Prcilucts'.Accord-
ing to some observers, credit analysts' remuneratlon
policies should be linked soleiy to qualiry criteria and
managed so as to eliminate potential conflicts of interest.

Generally, regulators are concerned that analysts not be

involved in fee negotiations with issuers' clients-the
SEC new rules prohibit analysts, model developers, and
others involved in the ratings determination process

to participate in fee discussion-and that the ana-

lysts' cornpensation not be linked to number, size, or
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complexity of deals. Such hnkage risks providing the
analyst with an incentive to approve or relax standards
u'ith respect to more deals. Some respondents to CESR
consultation support public disclosure of rernuneration
policies but others express doubts.

Notching'. Notching is the practice of downgrading by
one or rnore notches the rating of an underlying asset

attributed by a competitor. Commentators allege that
these practices are anticompetitive and allow dominant
position by engaging in cerrain aggressive comperirive
practices.23

Positions Taken by Regulators
The EU Commission proposal does not prefer

a particular methodology, as it deems that any may
present conflicts of interest. It focuses on structuring
employees' compensation arrangernents on the quality
of ratings (whose internal control system is monitored
by independent members of the board) rarher rhan on
revenues, also requiring separate channels between the
rating function and business lines.

The SEC rules mainly deal with payment merhod-
ologies in the provisions covering conflicrs of interest,
rvhich tringe upon disclosure requirements and pro-
hihiring ceruin r('ts and nr;r,'rices ltr recent rules,"".....b

and proposals include and reinforce a clear separation
between fee negotiations and credir analysts'activiry and
introduce additional conflicts of interest, such as those
relating to repeatedly being paid by certain arrangers to
rate securities.The SEC is also proposing the appLication
of a disclosure requirement on subscriber paid credit
ratings.

Reduced Regulatory Recognition
of Reliance on CRAS and Opening
Up to Competitors

Many re-e;ulations refer to ratin€p and permit acrivi-
ties by, for example, banks, pension funds, countries, and
cities based on such ratings. Regulators have noted that
regulatory reiiance on CRA ratings may have reduced
the investors'own dependence on such ratinss without
proper due diligence. Reliance on CRAs'ratinss occurs
in financial legislation, pension rules. Deparrnrenr of
Education regulations, national and nrunicipal eov-
ernment rules on perrnissible irir-estnrents. fiduciary
standards, the BIS risk-based capitai accords, conrracrs,
and covenants in triggers ofr-arious securities issuances.

Current over-reliance may also justify a delay in the
downgrading process, due to the severe consequences
that this will cause in the financial markets.

Clearly, by reducing regulators reliance on ratings,
underwriters, investment managers, investors, and other
participants rnust strenf+hen their monitoring and risk
processes.

Advantages of Reducing Regulatory Reliance
on Ratings

The SEC's proposal, if adopted, would eliminate
requirements that:

1. Certain investment companies must invest in cer-
tain NRSRO-rated securities to exempt the invest-
ment companies from certain disciosure and other
requlrelnen$;

2. Broker-deaiers and consolidated supervised enti-
ties (broker-deaiers that have reduced rheir capital
requirements by giving broader access ro, and more
information about, affliares) maintain their net
capital by investing in certain NRSRO securiries;

3. Certain issuers of NRSRO-rated securities ouaLifu
for certain exempt ions.

If the SEC proposal to reduce regulatory recognition
and reliance on the ratings of NRSROs were adopted,
investment companies, broker-dealers, issuers, and their
counterparties will be able to substitute their own
judgrnent regarding the credirworthiness of certain
securities and therefore also shop for third-parry advi-
sors to assist in or confirm their iudgments.

Reduced regulatory reliance on CRAs' ratings
may thus open up more specific opportunities for a

competltor.

CRAs Resources
The subprime situation and the nature of the secu-

ritization process have shown that the CRA resources
can be strained. For exanrple, deterioration in credit
qualiry across an asset class can lead to the need for a

CRA to review a large number of ratings within a short
time, including possibilities that the CRAs musr revlew
products that are at another stage along the securitiza-
tion chain from the underlying asset (CDOs of RMRS
for example).Thus, the CRA could suffer a significant
strain on analyst and rating committee resources in

I
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terms of processing a large number of rating revicws
concurrently if a CRA determined that an asset class

is behaving differently from expectations. lJnder such
circunrstances, the CRA would have to review its

methodology, reassessing specific ratings or groups of
ratings. where they evaluate whether the underlying
assets are performing outside initial expectations.

Regulators are generally advising that CRAs dedicate
sufficient resources to their monitoring,/surveillance
functions and ensure that their rating methodologies
are sufiiciently reviewed often, especially in light of any
change in the risk characteristics of underlying assets.

The CRAs have tried to increase their surveillance
resources for structured-finance transactions, includ-
ing the establishment of specific monitoring teams for
certain assets and products. CRAs have indicated that
there are suf1icient analysts and comrnittee resources for
working on new issuances and for reviewing ratings,
either against new methodologies or due to a decline
in asset performance.

Conclusion
The current financial crisis and its supposed origins

with problenrs in asset-backed securities and sub-
prime loans have identified many weaknesses in the
performance and the lack of appropriate regulatory
oversight over CRAs. The interconnectedness of mar-
kets, products, and asset classes highiights the need for
framing credit ratings into a broader picture where
rnarket and systemic risks have to be taken into account.
Cornpartmentalized credit ratings, which ignore the
correlations of products to a chain of assets, amplifi, the
risks posed by a wide market downturn.

The diverse approaches of the regulators can be inte-
grated to develop a constructive reguiatory framework
for CRAs. The EU proposed regulation seenrs to be
too cautious and does not stimulate the opportunities
to facilitate unsolicited ratings, independent research,

and review, providing evaluation mechanisms of credit
ratings. The SEC emphasizes disclosure obligations as

a tool for enhancing unsolicited ratings and provid-
ing for a rnarket-oriented verification of credit ratings.
However, if disclosure is not acconrpanied by efl-ective

rnonitoring tools anci the substantial enhancement of
CRAs methodologies and procedures, CRAs would
not ilnprove rhe qualiry and accurat'y o[ their assess-

r)ents. Legal and reeulatory refornrs should be shaped

in a coherent and comprehensive framework, in consid-
eration of the significance of each of these aspects.

For these reasons, we favor future legal and regula-
tory stratellies that integrate regulation and oversight
over the rating agencies (particularly if they are allowed
to continue to maintain their privileges of endorsemenr
by state rules, an oligopoly, and free speech prorecrions)
with conipetition. Removing the issuer-pays model
will not eliminate all conflicts and other deficiencies.
Improving the quality and e{Iectiveness of credit rat-
ings requires a variery of measures: more disclosure in
terms of the meanins of the actual raring, probably with
a method that combines diflerentiation of ratings for
structured products with increased information; requir-
ing the CRAs to intesrate inro rheir rarings systemic
and economic risks and demonstrating the method
for doing so; enhancine independent evaluation and
introducing better rnonitoring tools; irnproving inter-
nal governance and compliance processes; establishing
disclosure and reporting requirements that can help
introduce more competitors into the markets; having
regulatory reLiance of credit ratings only in the pres-
ence of appropriate oversight mechanisms; and creating
a data base of ratings related inforrnation.

Notes
* A recent proposal attempts to severe this interaction, by creatine

a centralized clearing platform for ratin5p agencies, rvhere the
centralized clearing platforn chooses which agency u ill rare
the debt, based on some degree of excellence. See "Repainne
the US Financial Architecture", an Independent Vieu' fronr
NewYork Universiry Stern School of Business.

1. The recent declaration of the G-20 provides, anong the in-mre-
drate actrons to be raken by March 31,2009, that "resulators
should rake sreps ro ensure rhar credit ratine agencies meet the
highest standards of the international orsanization of securi-
ties resulators and thar they avoid conflicts of interest, provide
greater disclosure to investors and to issuers, md differentiate rat-
i 4gs ;t'or rcnplex pro ducts."

2. Such svstem of greater disclosure (and sonre of the information
to be provided by CRA$ should be considered also irr relation
to non-structured finance products.

3. A survey recently made by Moody\ on differentiating strucrured
products ratings concludes that market participants overwheln
rnely rejected the idea ofa separate ratins scale but aqreed to a

greater disclosure. Moodyi sard that it will introduce nvo risk
nleasures to enhance transparency or.t its rtructured finance rat-
ines, the AssunptionVolatiliry Scores and the Loss Sensitivities.

4. The responsibiliry for providrne adequate and tirnelv informa-
tion on the underlyinq assets lies with the issuers, ongrnators,
and arrangers ofthe structures.

I

t
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tr. See Report on Enhancing Market and Institutional Resilience.

April and October 2008.

This practrce was required by the NY Artorney General in his

2008 settlenent with the CRAs.

7. These include: independently audited financral statements and

public disclosures; verification by reputabie third-parry servlces:

random sampLing examinarion by the credit rating agency of thc

infornlation received; or conffacfual provrsions clear\ stipulating

Iiabiliry for the rated entity or its related third parries, if the

infornutjon provided under the contract is knowingly materially

false or mrsleading or if the rated entiry or its related third parties

fail to conduct reasonable due diligence regarding the accuracy

ofthe informanon as specified under the ternx ofthe contract.

8. The nrajor conrpanies in this field are Risk Metrics, Glass Lewis,

Proxy Governance, and Egan-Jones, and in Europe. Manifest

and European Corporate Governance Service. a network of
independent local market experts. Rating agencies are often

assessed by these companies. On the other hand, S&P itself

offers corporate governance ranngs servrces.

9. A recurring and underpinning issue in the opening of the mar

ket to new participants is to assess whether competitors would

or should act in a diflerent segnlent or process of the rating

activiry and to whom they should be accountable. Given the

current oligopoly, the risks currently underLined of a reciprocal

connivance (or of antagonism towards new participants) could

be strl.l relevant.

10. Councy of Orange v McGraw Hill Conpanies, In re Enron

Corp. Securities, Derivative & ERISA Litieation.

11. Quinn v.The Mccraw Hill Conrpanies, Inc., 168 F.3D 331 (7th

Cir. 1999). In the past, CRAs rypically rated debt transactions

on an unsohcited basis and sold subscr:iptions to their racings

to investors. In the 1970s, CRAs began charging lssuers to rate

each specific transaction. S&P continues to rate unsolicited

ffansactions, Moody's and Fitch had virtually abandoned the

practice by 2000.

12, In re Pam Am Corp,, 161 B.R. 577, 581-583 (S.D.N.Y 1993);

In re Scott Paper Co. Sec. Litig., 145 ER.D. 366,310 (E.D. Pa.

1992).

13. In re Fitch, 330 E2d 104, 1 1 1 (2d Cir. 2003).

14. 2008 wL 4369840 (S.D.N.Y Sept.24,2008).

15. This is as a result of ratings shopping where a bank that is

displeased r','ith the ratins it received from one agency could

sinrpiv try' another ratins agency. InJune 2008, in a bid to avoid

htrgation. the three nrajor rating agencres reached an agreement

sith the Attorney General of Nerv York regardrnq their lee

structure for rating RMBS aimed partly at ending ratings shop-

prng and ending competition among the agencies lor fees.

16. See Compuware v. Moody's, 324 F. Supp. 2d 860 (E.D. Mich
2004).

17. Such elemens are (i) name and job title of the lead analyst,

(ii) indication of naterial sources for the rating opinion, (iii)

information, whether draft rating rvas disclosed to the issuer

and changed followine dialogue with the issuer, 1iv) infortna

don on methodologies used, (v) explanatioti of risks involved.

sensitiviry analysis of the assumptions nude, worst-case and

best-case scenario ratinss, (vi) date of issue and last update of
the ratins, (vii) any limitations of the rating, and (viii) extent to

which rnformation provrded by the issuer and used in the rating
process was venfied.

18. The SEC proposed rule for NRSROs, dated June 16, 2008,

contains a conrprehensive description ofthe interaction berween

the rnajor NRSROs and arrangers during the RMBS and CDO
ratins process and outlines the role played by analysts and rating
comnrttees. The SEC proposed rule for NRSROs, dated June
16,2008, contains a comprehensive description ofthe interac-
tion benveen the najor NRSROs and arransers during the

RMBS and CDO rating process and outlines the role played by

analysts and radng comr'ruttees.

19. In 2007, structured finance ratings still represented 40 percent

of CRAs' revenues. In a recent congressional hearing, a lormer
S&P managing director pornted out that the RMBS eroup
enjoyed the largest ratings market share among the three major
rating a€lencies (reachrnq even 9l pcrcent); such business rev

enues discouraged S& P fron updatrng and keepinq current the

statisticaUy based model to estinate the defaults and losses of
individual loans and pools, developed in 1995.

20. In thrs context, the IOSCO code requires operational and legal

separation of the credit raring business fron any other business

undertaken by CRAs that may present a conflict of interest.

21. The NY Attorney General Landmark Reform Agreement on

Residential Mortgages Backed Securities (RMBS) requires

CRAs to establish a fee-for-service structure in which they

will be cornpensated regardless of whether the investment bank

ultimately selects them to rate a RMBS.

22. DBRS said that it does not engage rn ancillary business,

although it may provide an impact assessment of the eflect on

the rating of potential transactions or situatjotrs at an issuer's

request. DBRS views this work as an extensiotr of rs exrsting

relationship with the rssuer and not as a separate business line.

Fitch otTers no advisory services and offers only one ancillary

service: a CDS consensus pricing service-Valuespread-which
is relevant to both structured {inance and corporate finance

products.WhileValuespread is a division within the Fitch opera-

tions, the revenue derived fronr the sale of this product is not
inciuded within the structured finance rating revenues. If Fitch
would include it, it would have represented less than 0.6 per-

cent of its structured finance rating revenues. Moody's Investor

Services said that it does not offer any non-rating "ex-posr"

services related to structured finance products. S&P Rating
Services does offer services related to structured finance prod-
ucts in addition to credit ratings, such as models allowing market

participants to evaluate and optimize potennal securltization
structures with the sane tools used by S&P Rating Services'

analysts and producs providing an insight into S&P Rating

Services' surveillance process.

23. Firch cornplained that S&P and Moody's were attenrptinq to

)queeze them out of certain structured products by engagrne ln
the practices of"notching," refusing to rate securities issued by

certain pools (l.e., collateralized debt obligation$. unless a sub

stantial portion of the assets within those poois w'ere also rated

bv them.
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THE MONITOR
tTth. Monitor is an agenda of matters of interest
I to the financial services industry. The Monitor

includes: (1) regulatory and related matters on which
comment periods are open; (2) important regula-

tory initiatives that are stiil pending and under active
consideration; (3) recent regulatory matters of con-
tinued urgency to the financial services community;
and (4) cases pending before the US Supreme Court
and other federal and state courts. All cases are listed
by subject. Unless otherwise noted, this issue of The
Monitor covers developments during the period

January 17,2009, through February 12,2009.

BANK REGULATION'
THRIFT REGUTATION

Treasury Announces Financial
Stability Plan

On February 10, the Department of theTreasury, the

Federal Reserve Board, the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation (FDIC), the O{Ece of the Comptroller
of the Currency (OCC), and the Office of Thrift
Supervision (OTS) announced a comprehensive set

of measures to restore confidence in the strength of
IJS financial institutions and restart the critical flow
of credit to households and businesses. The program
intends to lay the groundwork for restoring the flows

of credit necessary to support recovery.

The core pro€iram elements include:

. A new Capital Assistance Program to help ensure

that US banking institutions have sufiicient capital

to withstand the challenges ahead, paired with a

supervisory process to produce a ntore consistent

and forward-lookrng assessment of the risks on
banks' balance sheets and their potential capital

needs.
. A new Pubiic-Private Investment Fund on an ini-

tial scale of up to $500 billion, with the potential
to expand up to $1 trillion, to catalyze the removal

of legacy assets from the balance sheets of financial
institutions. The fund will combine public and pri-
vate capital with government financing to help free

up capital to support new lending.
. A new Tieasury and Federal Reserve initiative ro

dramatically expand-up to $1 trillion-the existing

Term Asset-Backed Securities Lending Facilitr

GAfD in order to reduce credit spreads and restart

the securitized credit markets that in recent years

supported a substantial portion of lending to house-

holds, students, small businesses, and others.
. An extension of the FDIC s Temporary Liquidiry

Guarantee Program to October 31 ,2009.
. A new framework of governance and oversight

to help ensure that banks receiving funds are held
responsible for appropriate use of those funds
through stronger conditions on lending, dividends,
and executive compensation along with enhanced

reporting to the public.

Alonppide this program, the Obama adrninistration
will launch a comprehensive program to help address

the housing crisis.

Treasury has begun a process ofconsultation designed

to solicit further input from key pubhc and private
stakeholders. Details on all programs will be posted on
F in an ci aI S t ab ility. g o u.

New Finonciol Stobility Trust

The program will consist of three elements:

1. A forward-looking assessment of the risks on bank
balance sheets and their capital needs;

2. A capital program to help banks establish an addi-
tional buffer that strengthens both the amount and

quahry o[ the capital; and

3. E{l-orts to improve the disclosure of exposures on
bank balance sheets.

In conducting these exercises, supervisors have

indicated that they recop;nize the need not to adopt
an overly conservative posture or take steps that could
inappropriately constrain lending.

Copitol Assisto nce P rogrom (C AP)

The supervisory agencies will undertake a coor-
dinated and consistent capital planning exercise with
each of the major US banking institutions. As part
of this process, supervisors will conduct a special

forward-looking "stress" assessment of the losses that
could occur across a range of econonric scenarios,
including conditions more severe than currently
anticipated or than are typically used in rhe capital
nlennino nrnae\cr_*_____'_b r_-.--""'
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This stress testing exercise will allow supervisors to
determine whether an additional bufl-er, particularly one

that strengthens the composition of capital, is needed for
the bank to comfortably absorb losses and continue lend-
ing, even in a more adverse environment. Banks will be

encourased to access private markets to raise any addi-
tional capital needed to establish this buffer. However, in
light of the current challenging market environrnent, the

Treasury will make a new capital facihry generaliy avail-

able to eligible banking institutions as a bridge fo private
capital until market conditions normalize.

This additional capital buffer is designed to help
absorb larger than expected future losses and to support
lending to creditworthy borrowers during an economic
do\\'nturn.

The expectation is that the capital provided under
the CAP will be in the form of a preferred secunry that
is convertible into common equiry with a dividend rate

to be specified and a conversion price set at a modest
discount from the prevailing level of the institutiont
stock price up to February 9,2009.This securiry would
\erve as a source oF contingenr conlmon equiry. con-
vertibie solely at the issuert option for an extended
period of time.

The instrument will be desip;ned to give banks the

incentive to replace USG-provided capital with private
capital or to redeem the USG capital when conditions
permit. In addition, with supervisory approvai, banks

will be allowed to apply to exchange the existing CPP
preferred stock for the new CAP instrument.

By reassuring investors, creditors, and counterparties
of financial institutions, as well as the institutions them-
selves, that there is a sufficient amount and qualiry of
capital to withstand even a considerably weaker-than-
expected economic environment, the CAP rnstrurnent
should improve confidence and increase the willingness
of financial institutions to lend.

Any capital investn'ients made by Treasury under
the CAP will be placed in a separate entiry set up to
manage the governmentt investments in US financial
institutions.

Eligible US bankrng institutions with assets in excess

of $100 billion on a consolidated basis will be required

fo parficiprte in the coordinated supervisory review
process and may access the CAP as a means to establish

any necessary additional buffer. Eligible US bankrng
insrirutions with consolidated assets below $100 billion
nray also obtain capital from the CAP Eligibiliry will
be consistent with the criteria and deliberative pro-
cess established for identiflzing QuaLifying Financial
Institutions (QFI$ in the existing Capital Purchase

Program (CPP).

Enhoncing Public Disclosure

Treasury will work with bank regulatory agencies

and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)

and accounting standard setters in their efrorts to
improve public disclosure by banks. This process aims

to increase the publicly available information about the
range of exposures on bank balance sheets.

New Public-Privote lnvestment Fund (PPIFI

As a complement to the CAP, the Treasury working
with the Federal Reserwe, FDIC, and private rnves-

tors, will create a new Public-Private Investment Fund
(PPIF) to acquire real-estate-related legacy assets. By
selling to PPIE, financial institutions will be able to
reduce balance sheet risk, support new lending, and

help improve overall market functioning. The PPIF
faciliry will be sized up to $500 billion and with a

proposed expansion of the prograln to up to $1 trillion
over time.

This PPIF will combine a mix of government and
private capital with financing supported by the Federal
Reserve and the FDIC.

Exponsion of theTerm Asset-Bocked Securities

Lending Focility (TALF)

The Term Asset-Backed Securities Lending Facility

GAfD combines capital provided by the TARP with
funding fronr the Feder:rl Reserve in order to promote
lending by increasing investor demand for securitized
loans. The TALF aims to significantly expand the

avai-labi-lity and reduce the cost of term financing for
investors in asset-backed securities (ABS), and in turn
stirnulate demand forABS, thereby allowing originators
of securitized loans to lower the cost and increase the

availabi-liry of credit to consumers and businesses.

The Treasury and Federal Reserve have aqreed
to drarnaticallv increase the size of the TALF from
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$200 billion to as much as $1 trillion and to expand the

eligible asset classes from the current newly issued AAA
rated ABS collateralized by credit card, auto, student,

and Small Business Administration loans to include

newly issued AAA commercial mortgage-backed secu-

rities (CMBS). In addition, the Treasury will continue

to consult with the Federal Reserve rep;arding possible

further expansion of the TALF program to include

other asset classes, such as non-agency residential
mortgaee-backed securities $-MBS) and assets collat-
eralized by corporate debt.

This facility is designed in a way that sradually
reduces its attractiveness and scale as the economy and

fi nancial conditions recover.

Ongoing Mortgoge-Bocked Securities (MBS) ond

Agency Debt Purchoses

The Federal Reserve pians to continue its current
purchase program ofagency debt and mortgage-backed

securities (MBS) on a total scale of at least $600 billion.
The Federai Reserve and the Treasury remain ready to

expand their MBS purchase programs as conditions war-

rant.These purchase programs are intended to stimulate

economic activiry by reducing mort€ia€Ie rates, thereby

improving housing affordabiliry and the demand for
houses, as well as reducing interest payments and freeing

up funds for households that refinance.

AdditionolTools for the Federol Reserve

In order for the Federal Reserve to manage monetary

policy over time in a way consistent with maximum

sustainable employment and price stabiliry it must be

able to manage its balance sheet and in particular to

control the amount of reserves that the Fed provides to

the banking system. The amount of reserves is the key

determinant of the interest rate that the FederaL Reserve

uses to pursue its monetary poLicy objectives. Treasury

and the Federal Reserve will seek legislation to give

the Federal Reserve the additional tools to enabie it to
manage more effectively the level of reserves.

Extension ofTemporory Liquidiry Guorontee

Progrom (TLGP)

The FDIC'sTemporary Liquidiry Guarantee Proqram

has contributed importantly to the gradual easing of
liquidiry strains on US financial institutions' Though

funding conditions have eased somewhat, this tempo-

rary pro€lram wrli be extended for an additional four

months to provide liquidity to banks as part of the over-
all strategy to move the economy forward.

With that in mind, for an additional prenrium, the

FDIC will extend the TLGP program through October
2009.

Stronger Conditions on Lending, Executive

Com pe nsotio n, o n d Reportin g

Going for-ward, the Financia.l Stabiliry Plan will ca-ll

for a new level of transparency, accountabiliry and con-
ditionaliry with tougher standards for firms receiving
exceptional assistance. These stronger conditions were
informed by reconrmendations made by formal oversight
groups-the Congressional Oversight Panel, the Special

Inspector General, and the Government Accountability
Office-as well as congressional banking oversi.ght leaders.

Recipients of capital provided under the CAP will
be required to submit a plan for how they intend to
use this capital to preserve and strengthen their lending
capaciry; specifically, they will commit to increase lend-
ing activities above levels relative to what would have

been possible without government support. This plan

will be submitted during the application process, and

the Treasury Department will make these plans public

upon distribution of the capitai investment to the firm.

These firms rnust subrnit to Treasury monthly or
quarterly reports on their lending by category. This
report will also include a comparison to esrimates of
what their lending would have been in the absence

of government support. For public companies, similar

reports will be filed on an 8K simultaneous with the fil-
ing of their 10Q and 10K reports.All these reports wili
be put on theTreasuryWeb site FinancialStability.gou.

Toxpoyers' Right to Know

Information disclosed or reported to Treasury by

recipients pursuant to the conditions and requirements

will be posted on FinancialStability.gou.

A11 recipients of CAP funds will cornmit to par-

ticipate in mortga€le foreclosure mitigation programs

consistent with guidelines that the Treasury will release

on industry standard best practices.

Lirniting dividends, stock repurchases, and acquisi-

tions provides assurance to taxpayers that all of the
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capital invested by the government under the CAP goes

to inrproving banks'capital bases and promoting lend-

ing. Until an institution repays a1l funds provided to it
under the CAP, it shall be:

. Restricted from paying quarterly comrnon stock

drvidend payments in excess of $0.01 per share

unless approved by Tieasury and the primary regula-

tor as consistent with the firm reaching its capital

planning objectives.
. Restricted from repurchasing shares. Special approval

for share repurchases rnay be granted by the Treasury

Department and the banking institution's prinrary
regulator.

. Restricted frorn pursuing acquisitions. Bankrng insti-
tutions that receive CAP funds are restricted from

pursuing cash acquisitions of healthy firms untii the

government investment is repaid. Exceptions will be

made for reguiator-approved restructuring plans.

Further explanation of the Financial Stability Plan

can be accessed at http:/ /wunu.fnancialstability.gou/

Agencies Guide on Risks from Remote
Deposit Capture

Although reniote deposit capture systems can be

beneficiai both for financial institutions and for their

customers, they also can expose institutions to addi-

tional risk, according to guidance published by the

federal bank and thrift regulatory agencies.The Federal

Reserve Board, FDIC, OCC, and OTS have issued

interagency guidance addressing how institutions should

nrana€le that risk, particulariy in the case of relnote

deposit capture (RDC) systems that are deployed at a

customer's location. RDC allows a financiai institution

to receive digital information from deposit documents

at remote locations such as automated teller machines,

branches, or customer locations.

RDC is a new delivery system, not just a new ser-

vice, the guidance said. Implementation requires that

managernent understand all of the associated risks,

including especially risks to the securiry and confiden-
rialiry of inlornrarion.

Risk management policies should address risk tol-
erance levels, internal procedures and controls, risk

transfer nrechanisms, and third-parfy contracts, accord-

ing to the interagency guidance. Not all customers

will be appropriate for RDC, it was noted, and infor-
mation generated by an institution's Bank Secrecy

Actlanti-money laundering program may be useful in
determining whether a particular customer is suitable.

A customeri business activities, risk-management pro-
cesses, location. and custoner base would be relevant

considerations, and personal visits could be called for
in some cases.

The gurdance also noted the irnportance ol

. Deterrnining the suitabiliry of third-parry vendors;

. Training ('usfomers:

. Drafting strong contracts with vendors and custom-

ers, and
. Implementing business continuiry plans.

The interagency guidance can be accessed at http:/ /
www. occ. treas. gov/ftplbulletin/2009-4a.pdf.

Fed Discusses Market Risk
Rule Applicability

The Federal Reserve Board has issued enhanced

guidance on its market risk rule (MRR), which estab-

lishes regulatory capital requirements for bank holdtng
companies and state member banks that have significant

exposure to certain defined market risks: those with
gross trading assets and liabilities of at least $1 billion
or 10 percent of total consolidated assets.The guidance

reiterates some of the rulei core requirements, clari-
fies technical aspects, and addresses several issues where

additional guidance was needed. The agency warned,

however, that compliance with the rule will not alone

ensure adequate market-risk managenent.

The MRR requires affected banks to determine a

capital charge for their exposure to general market risk

based on all of their covered positions by usine a Fed-

approved internal value-at-risk model. Capital charges

for specific risks also must be calculated. The MRR
also imposes qualitative requirements such as stress test-

ing, back testinll of models, independent annual systenl

reviews, and the establishment of an independent risk-
control unit.

The Fed noted that sorne institutions have not
properly incorporated all covered positions. Covered

positions include a1l positions in an institution's trad-

ing account and all foreip;n-exchange and commodities
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positions, whether on- or ofr-balance sheet. Whether
a position is considered to be a trading-book posi-
tion or a banking-book position must be determined
based on documented, objective, consistently applied
procedures.

An institutiont model must capture all significant
price risks, the Fed said, including both basis risks and

directional market risks. Formal prohibitions or strict
limits on positions rypes or risk exposures rnay help an

institution reduce the complexiry of its rnodel.All trad-
ing positions must be incorporated in daily model back
testing, the Fed continued. Models should be updated at

least quarterly and, if called for by an institutioni spe-

cific activities or the market conditions, as often as daily.

An annual independent review also is required.

The guidance outlined stress-testing requirements
for an institutiont covered positions. Seven characteris-
tics were noted specifically, such as including ali covered

positions, considering the possible need to Liquidate

covered positions during a time of reduced Liquidity
in the market, and the need to consider stresses that
apply to positions underlying structured or leveraged

positions.

The guidance can be accessed at http:/ /www.federal-

reserue.gou.

Treasury ReleasesTARPTerms for S Corp
Financial I nstitutions

The Treasury Department has issued a term sheet

and released answers to frequendy asked questions

(FAQ$ addressing how it will provide relief under the

Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) to quaiified
financial institutions that are S Corporations. lJnlike
previous terms under the TARP, the Treasury will use

debt instrurnents, rather than preferred stock, to assist

struggLing S Corp financial institutions.This is intended

to end concern that S Corp banks, which are rypically
small community banks, would not share in the reLief

avarlable to the rest of the financia-l industrv.

The terrns of theTARP pro€iram for S Corps require
the Treasury to acquire subordinated debentures from
a qualified financial institution, with each note hav-
ing a principal amount of $1,000. According to the

FAQs, debt (rather than preferred stock) was chosen

to provide relief to these entities because S Corps

under the Tax Code can have only one class of stock
(S 1361(b)(1)(D)) The Treasury could not own pre-
ferred stock in these entities without drsqualif ing them
from S Corp status.

The interest rate on subordinated debt owed by S

Corp institutions r'vill be f .7 percent for each of the first
five years ofthe progranl (ver\us 5 pcrcenr flor preferred
stock) and 13.8 percent afterwards (versus 9 percent for
preferred stock). In the FAQs, the Treasury stated that
this rate is higher than the dividend rate imposed on
preferred stock in other participating qualified financial
institutions in order to establish equal treatment among
taxpayers.The use ofdebt instead ofpreferred stock for
S Corporations allows the participants to claim a tax
deduction for interest payments that would otherwise
reduce the net tax effectively paid to the Treasury.

As consideration for this debt, the financial institu-
tion is required to grant warrants to theTreasury for the
purchase ofadditional debentures equal to 5 percent of
the amount originally purchased, with an exercise price
of $0.01.These warrants are entitled to the same rights,
preferences, privileges, and voting rights as the deben-
tures, with interest rates of 13.8 percent per year.

According to the Treasury, S Corps will have until
Feb. 13,2009, to appiy to their federal banking agency
using forrns on the Treasuryi TARP'Web site at http:/ /
www.treds.gou / in.itiatiues / eesa / .

House PassesTARP Reform Bill
The House of Representatives passed a bill intended

to increase the eflectiveness of and accountabiliry
under the Troubled Asset Relief Program on Jan. 21,

2009, by a vote of 260 ro 166. The TARP Reform and
Accountabiliry Act of 2009 (H.R. 384) would impose

a nunrber of requirements and restrictions on financial
institutions that receive TARP funds and require the

Treasury Department to take stronger action to reduce
mortgage foreclosures. It was introduced by Financial
Services Committee Chairman Barney Frank, D-Mass.,
but considered by the entire House as a Committee of
the Whole rather than by his cornnrittee.

The biil would require institutions, other than some

small communiry institutions, that receiveTARP rnoney
to negotiate an agreement with the Treasury and their
primary federal regulator on how the monev is to be
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used. The agreement would include benchmarks to be

met by the institution. An institution receiving TARP
money could acquire another financial institution only
if the Treasury first certified either that the acquisition
reduced risk to taxpayers or that the acquisition could
have been accomplished without the TARP funds.

Disclosure and reporting duties also would be imposed.

Institutions that have received TARP funds would be

obligated to make reports on at least a quarterly basis

about how the funds have been used. Insured depository
institutions would be required to report on the amount

their lendinpi activiry had increased or, at least, on

the reduction in the decrease of their lending activiry.

An amendment would require the Federal Reserve

Board to disclose the details of its program to pur-
chase illiquid mortgage-backed securities from troubled
financial institutions. The Fed hired four investment
firms to manage the program, but according to amend-
ment sponsor Patrick Murphy, D-Pa., it has refused to
release information on how the firms were chosen, how
much they are being paid, what conflicts of interest pro-
visions are in place, or who will manage the purchases.

Stricter executive conrpensation limits would be

applied to institutions that receive any new or additional
TARP distributions. These would be a combination of
the strictest linrits imposed by the Treasury to date plus

the iimrts imposed on US automobile manufacturers:

. Incentive compensation that encouraged taking
excessive risks would be prohibited;

. Cornpensation based on nraterially inaccurate finan-
cial statements would be recovered (or clawed back);

. Golden parachutes would be prohibited until the

TARP investment was fully repaid;
. Incentive compensation could not be paid to the

institution's 25 most highly compensated employees;

and
. Compensation plans that would encoura€le manipu-

lation of earnings would be prohibited.

Moreover, the bill would give the Treasury the

authority ro inrpose t hese requirernents on institutions

that already have receivedTARP funds.

The Treasury would be required to use at least

$40 billion, and permined to use as much as $100 billion,

of the second $350 billion installment ofTARP funding
for a comprehensive foreclosure mitigation plan. Under
the bill, the plan would be available only for mort€lages

on owner-occupied properry and would need to satis$t

at least one oI rhese alternatives:

1. Establish a suarantee program for qualifying loan
modifications under a systematic plan:

2. Reduce costs for Hope for Hoileowners loans,

3. Pay down second-lien mortgages that interfere
with the refinancins of first-lien mortga€les;

4. Make incentive payments to loan servicers; or
5. Purchase whole loans in order to modifu or refi-

nance them.

The bill would create a safe harbor from liability
for loan servicers that rnodify loans as lons as the

modification was consistent with standards previously
established in the Homeowner Emergency Rehef Act.
Also, in an effort to discourage suits against loan ser-
vicers, an unsuccessful plaintiff would be required to
pay the servicert court costs and attorney fees.

Additionally, the bill would reduce costs for the
Hope for Honreowners plan in an effort to make it
more attractive. Changes would include:

Eliminating the 3 percent up-front premium;
Reducing the maxinrum permitted loan-to-value
ratio;

. Eliminating the sovernnent profit sharing in the

^^^---i^e^- ^.'-- n21[s1 value of a home when avvLl rl

loan later is refinanced (but retaining the €lovern-
ment declining share in equiry created by the refi-
nancing); and

. Permitting incentive payments to loan servicers.

The bill includes several other significant provi-
sions. One would require the Treasury to create a

pro€iram independent ofTARP that would encoura€le
home purchases in order to reduce the existing inven-
tory of residentiai properties. Another would make

pernanent the increase in deposit insurance coverage

to $250,000, as well as implernent an inflation adjust-
ment mechanism.

Frank noted that Senate Banking Comnrittee
Chairman Christopher Dodd, D-Conn., has indicated
that he does not plan to act on the bill. F{owever,
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"l regard this as a very important vote . . . to strengthen

our hand in making sure that Treasury does what we

thrnk is necessary, even if it doesn't becotne law," Frank
said.

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., said that
the legislation would ensure that TARP "functions as

Congress originally intended." She added that Congress

and the new adnrinistration "will ensure that TARP
funds are used for lending to American workers and

smal1 businesses-so we can lift our economy out of
recession-and not for the enrichnrent of a privileged
few."

Treasury Department Sets
New Executive Pay Limits

The Treasury Departrnent has issued new restric-
tions on the executive compensation that can be paid
by financial institutions that have received targeted

assistance, assistance to institutions such as AIG, Bank of
Arnerica, and Citibank that made individual agreelnents

with the federal government. Similar restrictions have

been proposed for all financial institutions receiving

cash infusions under generai capital access programs,

progranls that are open to all qualifying institurions on
the same terms.TheTreasury also plans to develop and

in-rpose long-term model compensation strategies for
all public financial institutions, even those not receivinq
governnlent assistance. These stratesies will apply to
a1l employees, not just top executives, and will seek to
encourage proper managernent of risk and an ernphasis

on long-term value and grolvth through lonq-terrn
stock awards.

"The measures are designed to ensure that the

compensation of top executives is closely aligned not
only with the interests of shareholders and financial

institutions, but with the taxpayers providing assis-

tance to those companies," Treasury stated in a press

release. "The standards today mark the beginning of
a long-term effort to exanline both the degree that

executive compensation structures at financial institu-
tions contributed to our current financial crisis and

how corporate governance and compensation rules can

be reformed to better promote long-term value . . . and

to prevent such financial crises from occurring again."

For cornpanies receiving targeted assistance, the

resrrictions limit to $500,000 the total of compensation

other than restricted stock that may be paid to senior
executives. Any compensation above $500,000 must be
made in restricted stock or sinrilar long-ternr incen-
tives. Executives will be able to cash in the restricted
stock only after the governlnent investment has been
repaid and a1l dividends due to the governrnent have

been paid or after the completion of a specified period
that was linked to repaylnents, protecting taxpayer

interests, or meeting lending and stabiliry standards.The

companyt compensation pay strate€Jy rnust be disclosed

and submitted to a non-binding say-on-pay shareholder
resolution.

Another provision of the rules requires a cornpanyi
board of directors to adopt and disclose a poiicy on the

payn)ent ofluxury expenditures such as airplane flights,
office renovations, parties, and conferences and events.

The cornpanyi chief executive will have to cerdfl/ any

spending that is potentialiy excessive or luxurious. Also,

the provision for a company to recover, or clawback,

bonuses and incentive compensation that resulted from
deceptive practices will be extended frorn the top five
senior executives of a conpany to the top 25 senior
executives. The existing ban on golden parachutes

paid to the top five executives of a company will be

expanded to the top 10 executives, and the next 25

senior executives will be limited to receiving paynrents

of no more than one veari comoensation.

The Treasury l)epartrnent is proposrns similar stan-
dards for companies receiving assistance under generally

available capital access programs.The $500,000 restric-
tion on compensation other than restricted stock

compensation could be waived if the conrpany discloses

rhe cornpensation and submits it to a nonbinding say-

on-pay shareholder resolution. Golden parachutes will
be linited to one year of compensation for the top five
executives, instead of the three years allowed currently.
The sanre claw-back and luxury spending requirenrents

that apply to conrpanies that receive targeted assistance

will be imposed on companies that participate in the

general capital assistance pro€1ams. However, these stan-
dards will not apply retroactively to existing investments

or, accordinli to the Treasury's press release, to existing
pro€iranrs such as the Capital Purchase Program.

President Obarna said that the new Treasurv guide-
lines are the beginning of a long-term effort to restore

trust in the financial systenr and ensure that taxpayers
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are not subsidizing excessrve compensation on -WaIl

Street. "'We're going to be taking a look at broader
reforms so that executives are compensated for sound
risk management and rewarded for growth measured

over years, not just days or weeks," Obarna said at a

White Flouse event announcing the new rules. "'We all

need to take responsibiJiry. And this includes executrves

at rnajor financial firms who turned to the Arnerican

people, hat in hand, when they were in trouble, even as

they paid themselves their customary lavish bonuses,"

the president asserted.

Treasury Secretary Timothy F. Geithner also

announced that the Obarna administration would out-
iine a con-iprehensive program for financial recovery

during the week of Feb.9,2009. Geithner noted the

stronll sentinlent across the country that those who
were not responsible for the economic crisis are bearing
a l5reater burden than those who were responsible.The

policies limiring exet'utive ('ompensation are "designed

to strengthen the public trust," he said.

Additional Guidance on Executive
Compensation Limits lssued

The Treasury Department has released further guid-
ance on the executive conlpensation limits that apply

to financial institutions that are receiving funds through

pro€irams that the Treasury has established under the

Emergency Economic Stabilization Act (EESA). Two

separate documents have been issued: revised guidelines
for institutions receiving assistance under the program
for systemically sipTrificant failing institutions and fre-
quently asked questions under the Capital Purchase

Program (CPP).

The program to assist systemica-lly significant faiiing
institutions permits these institutions to sell troubled

assets to the Treasury for purchase with funds from
the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP). EESA

imposes limits on the compensation that participating
institutions may pay to senior executive officers. These

include iimits on incentive compensation and, in some

cases, prohibitions on golden parachutes.

The guidelines address:

. The institutions and ofiicers that are covered;

. What institutions must do to comply with the

restrictions:

. The certification and reporting requirements that
must be met;

. What golden parachutes are prohibited; and

. The effect o[a nlerger. acquisition or reorganization.

The FAQs apply to institutions in which theTreasury
is investing funds through the CPP in exchange for
preferred stock and warrants or, in the case of S cor-
porations, debt instruments. They apply as long as the

*:::.t 
holds any interest in the institution.The FAQs

. 'What officers are affected;

. What certification and reporting requirements must
be met;

. When an institution must seek to recover incentive
previously-paid compensation; and

. Which golden parachutes are prohibited.

The guidance and FAQ can be accessed at http://
unw.ustreas.gou /

sEcuRlTtEs/sEcrroN 20,
BROKER.DEALER

Senators Introduce Hedge Fund
Registration Bill

Sen. Carl Levin and Sen. Charles Grassley have intro-
duced a bill requiring hedge funds to register with the

SEC. The Hedge Fund Transparency Act would make

hedge funds subject to SEC regulation and oversight by
requiring them to register with the SEC, file an annual

public disclosure forrn with basic information, nraintain
books and records required by the SEC, and cooperate

with any SEC information request or examination.The
measure also would require hedge fun& to establish

anti-money laundering programs and to report suspi-

cious transactions, thereby clarifying that hedge funds

have the same obligations under US money laundering
statutes as other financial institutions.

The information to be made available to the pub-
lic under the bill would include, at a minimum, the

names of the companies and natural individuals who
are the beneficial owners of the hedge fund and an

explanation of the ownership structure, the names of
any financial institutions with which the hedge fund
is afflliated, the minimunr investment comrnitnrenf
required from an investor, the total number of investors
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in the fund, the narne of the fund's primary accountant

and broker, and the current value of the fundt assets

and assets under management. The bill would also

authorize the SEC to require additional information
that it deems approPrlate.

The bill would impose a set of basic disclosure obli-

gations on hedge funds and makes clear that they are

subject to fuli SEC oversight, wLnle exemptinpl thenl

from many of the obligations that the Investnrent

Company Act inrposes on other fypes of investment

companies, such as mutual funds, whlch are open for

investment by all members of the public.The bill would

impose a more limited set of obligations on hedge

funcls in recoppition of the fact that they are generally

confined to wealthy investors. The bill also w-ould sive

the SEC the authoriry to impose additional regulatory

obligations and exercise the level ofoversight that it sees

fit over hedge funds to protect investors, other financial

institutions and the US financial system as a whole.

Hedge funds generaily rely on Investment Company

Act $ 3 (c)(1) and (7) for exemptions.The bili would

apply to all entities that rely on \ 3(c)(1) or (7) to
avoid compliance with the full set of the Investment

Company Act requirenlents' Many entities invoke those

sections to avoid those requirements and SEC oversight.

These entities refer to themselves by a wide variery

of terms, including hedge funds, private equiry funds,

venture capitalists, and small investment banks. Rather

than attemptinpi to define the specific set of conrpanies

covered by the bill and invite future claims by parties

that they are outside the definitions and the SEC's

authoriry the bill applies to any investment company

that has at least $50 mrllion in assets or assets under

its management and relies on $ 3(c)(1) or (7) to avoid

compliance with the full set of Investment Company

Act requirements.The bili also nloves paragraphs (c)(1)

and (7) from the part of the act that defines "investment

company" to the part that exempts certain investment

companies from the actt fu11 set of requirements. This

revision ciarifies that hedge funds are investment conl-
panies and that they are not excluded frorn the coverase

of the act.

These entities currently en;oy an exemption fronr

many of the law's requirements because they are

investrnent companies that have voluntarily limited
themselves to 100 or fewer beneficial owners and

accept funds only from investors of rneans' Under cur-

rent law, the two paragraphs a1low hedge funds to ciaim

that they are excluded from the act, that they are not

lnvestrnent comparucs and are outside of the SECI

reach. Under the brll, the hedge funds would qualifl' as

investment companies, which Congress believes they

plainly are, but would qua1ifi' for exemptions frorn

many of the Investment Company Act's requirements

by rneeting certain critena.

Senate Banking Committee Reviews
Madoff Scandal

The Senate banking committee opened a hearing

on the Madoff securities fraud to consider regulatory

and oversight concerns and the need for reform. The

Madoff fraud is noteworthy for both its size and its

duration, according to Committee Chair Christopher

Dodd.The committee explored how the SEC may have

failed to detect the fraud with so many warning signs.

Sen. Dodd noted that former SEC Chair Christopher

Cox acknowledged that credible allegations were pre-

sented to the SEC staff but were never brought to

the Comrnission. Chairman Dodd requested that the

SEC and the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
update the comnrittee every three months with respect

to the steps that they are taking in response to the fail-
ure to detect a fraud of historic proportions'

John C. Coffee, Jr., a 1aw professor at Columbia

Universiry observed that Ponzi schen'ies are hard to
detect once they've begun. They are not rare and are

increasing in number, he said. Prof. Coflee presented

ideas for preventins Ponzi schernes. He noted that no

rnutuai fund has failed because of a Ponzi scheme and

attributed rhat record to the requirement that funds

have independent custodians that hold the funds in a

separate account.The investment adviser does not have

access to the funds.

Prof. Coflee aiso attributed the SECI failure to
detect the MadofT scheme partly to the extension of
exemptions for unregistered broker-dealers fron-r a

requirenrent to use auditors registered with the PubLic

Company Accounti.ng Oversight Board. lf Mr. Madoff
hacl been required to use a registered auditor, Prof.

Coflee said he could not have gotten away with his

schenre. That issue has now been resolved since the

SEC did not extend the exemption when it expired at

the end of the year.
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Prof. Coflee said that the SECt Otlice of Compliance
Inspections and Examinations is cost constrained and

must use risk adjusted criteria to deterrnine which
firms to inspect. He does not believe that the staffused

the right criteria for Mr. Madoff. Once Mr. Madoff
was required to register es an investment adviser, Prof.

Cofree said that he should have been asked about the

custodian he was using given the size of the accounts

under nranagement. Mr. Madoff served as his own
custodian.

Lori Richards, the director of OCIE, reported that

the staff expects to identify areas to improve inspec-

tions and oversight. She noted that there are more than

1 1,000 registered inve stnrent advisers, a number larger

than the staff is able to inspect regularly. The staff is

thinkrng expansively about the changes that could be

implemented to increase the likelihood of detecting
fraud, she said.

Linda Chatman Thomsen, the director of the SECi
Enforcement Division, advised that her office receives

hundreds of thousands of tips and complaints each year

and cannot fully investigate all of them. Every day, the

division must make difficult decisions about which
matters to pursue, she said. The division is looking at

ways to identifli emerging trends for investigations.
'With rnore resources, the division could do more, she

added.

Sen. Dodd asked about Prof. Coffeet recommenda-
tions and whether they have been considered by the

SEC. Director Richards agreed that an independent

custodian is a strong internal control.As many as 1,000

registered investment advisers are using affiliated cus-

todians, she said. She agreed that, unless the custodian

is truly independent, it may give rise to the possibrliry

of fraud. The downside to requiring independent cus-

todians wouid be the cost, but she agreed that the SEC

should consider the recommendation.

Sen. Dodd said that the conrmittee expects Inore

than a study. It wants to see actions very quickly. Many
of the comrnittee members repeatedly questioned why
the SEC did not take seriously detai-led reports about

the possible existence of a Ponzi scheme by the Madoff
firm. Ms. Thomsen advised that she could not address

any specifics of the case since it is the subject of an SEC

and a criminal investigation. She advised, however, that

the SEC receives thousands of tips and leads, nlany as

detarled as the allegations submitted about the Madoff
firm. Red flags do not necessarily mean that there is a

fraud, she said. DirectorThomsen also assured the com-
niittee that the SEC's inspector seneral has the same

questions as those posed by the rnembers and he is

conducting an internal investigation.

Sen. Mark 'Warner asked Ms. Richards to submit
to the cornmittee the protocol that it uses in its risk
assessments to determine which firms will be reviewed.

In response to his line of questioning, she said that the

custodial arran€lement is one area that the stafflooks at,

but the auditing firm is not. The fee structure is also a

factor, she said, but the fundt performance is not. She

agreed that information about perlormance couid be

useful.

Sen.Jack Reed asked about the "feeder funds" that
were soliciting investments for the Madoff firm. Many
people did not realize that they were investing with
Mr. MadotT, he noted. Prof. Co{Iee said that the feeder
funds posed a legitimate concern.A number of actions

have been filed against some of these feeder funds for
material nrisstatements and omissions. Prof. CotTee said

that the committee nlay want to look at the feeder
funds because they may represent an area where this
investigation should go. He said an investigation may

find that Mr. Madoff and his enrpioyees were making
payofll to these funds. In the iast year or two, Mr. Madoff
had to be desperate, the professor said, so he nray have

had to pay the feeder funds "under the tab1e."

Sen. Robert Menendez noted that some Madoff
famiiy members worked for the finn and asked

whether family relationships were a cause for concern.
Prof. Cofl-ee said that the chief cornpliance oficer has

much to answer for about the business that the firnr
was conducting. There may have been false statements

rvithin the scope of federal criminal law the professor

said.

When asked whether he had any additional rec-
ornnrendations, Prof. Coftee noted that many are

discussing whether the jurisdiction of FINRA should
be expanded to give it authoriry over investment advis-

ers, or whether investment advisers should have their
own self-regulatory organization.Those options should
be on the table. in his view. Another idea is whether
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the Securities Investor Protection Corp. should behave

rnore like the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. and be

assigned some regulatory responsibrlities and whether

the premiurns should relate to the relevant risks rather

than imposing a flat rate. He added that to use SIPC as

more of a dcterrence rvould be controversial.

Sen. Dodcl askecl I)irectors Richards and Thonrsen

to convey back to SEC Chair Mary Schapiro the com-

niitteet interest in her view on thc need for addrtional

stafTing and resources.

COURT DEVELOPMENTS

Supreme Court to Hear
Preemption Case

The Supreme Court has granted a request that it
consider whether New York could enforce ageinst

national banks a state law prohibiting housing discrirni-
nation. Accordins to the Second Circuit, the National

Bank Act and regulations adopted by the OfEce of the

Comptroller of the Currency vested exclusive visitorial

authority over national banks in the OCC.

The case arose in 20115 rvhen the NewYork AttorneY

General attempted to investigate whethcr rnrnority

rxortgaqe loan borrorvers were significantly nrore likely

to receive high-interest loans than were white bor-
rowers, as was suggcsted by data collected under the

Horne Mortgage Disclosure Act. The state otflcial sent

"lctters of inquiry" to a nutnber of lenders, including
national banks and their operating subsidiaries, seeking

information about their mortsage loan policies and

property-related loans in the state.The letters were said

to ask that the inlbrrnation be produced voluntarily.

Shortly thereafter, the OCC and The Clearinq House

Association, a group of national banks that included

sonre who had received letters of inquiry, separately

sued for iryunctions against the state investigation. Both

claimed that the attorney generali investigation was an

attenipt to exert visitorial authoriry over national banks,

which was prohibited by fedcral larn-.

The appeal is CuLxno v.The Olearing House Assn.

Undisclosed Plan to Increase Interest
Rate Did NotViolateTlLA

A credit carcl lencler's urt.lisclose .1 itltent to relv on .r

universal defar-r1t clause to ittcrc.t-'c .1 aoll\LlIIlcr's itlterest

rate after the consumer accepted a balance transfer oiler
would not have made the lender's disclosures lnaccu-

rate under the Truth-in-Lending Act (TILA) or Reg.

Z-Truth in Lending (12 CIFR 226), according to the

Ninth CircLrit. However, state laws on unfair business

practices ar.rd faise advertising could have been vio-
lated, the court said, and the consultler should have the

opportuniry to pursue those clainrs.

The consurner said that he had opened a credit card

account in 2003 and that, about 16 nlonths later, he rvas

given the opportuniry to transfer balances from other

accounts to the credit card account at a preferential

interest rate. Hor'vever, that lorver rate would be lost if
the consurner had made a iate paynrent to any creditor.

The consunier had, in fact, nrade a late payr-ne nt in June
of that year. The consunler accepted the balance trans-

fer ofl-er in October; however, when he received ]ris

November statement, it reflected the increased interest

rate, not the promotional rate that he had cxpected.

The credit card conipany claimed to have looked at his

credit report in August and September and not to have

found a report of the late payment, nraking him eligible

for the balance transfer otTer.

Thc consunler sucd.:rsscrtlng that the credit
card conrpany kncr'v of thc late pavrttent before he

accepted the balance transfer offer and rvaiteci until
he accepted thc otTer to apply the higher intcrest rate.

This undisclosed intent to increase the interest rate

rrrade the TILA disclosures inaccurate, tile consutr.rer

claimed.

TILA and Reg. Z inrposed only disclosure require-

ments and did not regulate the terms of credit, the court
said. They required only that the disclosures accurately

reflcct thc lcg.rl relationship at the tinle thlt rhcy nerc

rnade. An undisclosed intent to change those terms at

a later date was irrelevant to whether the disclosures

were accurate when they were nrade, according to the

court.Therefore, the disclosures did not violate the law

or regulation.

Morcover, the credit card cornpany would have nc-r

liabiliry under the state laws for clairns based on thc

adequacy of its disclosures. The state lalv createcl a

safe harbor for conduct that w-as authorizecl br'' other
lau.s, and the disclosurcs conrpliecl with the TILA ancl

Reg. Z.
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State law claims that did not relate to the adequacy

of the disclosures could continue, the court said. If the

credit card company knew or should have known of
the late paynrents when it made its disclosures and had

an intent to raise the consutler's interest rate after he

transferred his balance, the state laws could have been

violated. TILA and Reg. Z governed the adequacy of
the disclosures, but they did not give the credit card

lender a right subsequently to take actions that were

inconsistent with those disclosures.

The consumer had presented evidence that the

credit card lender had violated the state laws, the court

continued. A .'onsunter reforting agency enrployee

testified that the credit card company had been told of
the late payments before the disclosures were made, and

other evidence iniplied that the agency reported such

information as soon as it was received.Additionally, evi-

dence about the operation of the creditori colllputer

system could be interpreted to support the consumert

clairr..lHauk u.JPMorgan Chase Bank (9th Cir.).1

Consumers Could Assert RESPA
Violation Even if Not Overcharged

Consumers could sue for a violation of the Real

Estate Settlement Procedures Act (RISPA) prohibi-
tion on unearned fees and lcckbacks even if they were

not overcharged as a result of the violation, the Sixth

Circuit has deterrnined. RESPA created a legal right

and the consumers would have suffered an injury that

resulted from the violation of that right, the court said.

A disnrissal of the consumers'suit rvas reversed.

The consumers clainted that their rea1ry agency

referred them to a tide cornpany when they purchased

a home. The title company and the realty agency both

were owned by the sanle two conpanies' According to

the consumers, this combination allowed the cornpanies

to compensate each other for referraLs and to pay each

other kickbacks or fee splits in violation of RESPA.

However, the consunrers did not claim that they were

overcharged in their transr('tion.

RESPA prohibits kickbacks, fee splitting, and

unearned fees and says that a violator is liable to any-

one who is charged for a settlement serwice for "three

tines the amount of any charge paid for such settle-

rnent service." The first issue the court addressed was

the nreaning of "any charge paid."That phrase referred

to more than just any overcharge, the court decided; it
referred to anv settlement charge at all. Thus, RESPA

made a violator liable to anyone who had paid any

settlement charge, regardless of whether there was an

overcharge.

The second issue was whether the consumers had

constitutional standing to sue, which was determined

by whether they had suffered a personal and individual-

ized injury.The court decided that the consunlers met

this test.The right to sue for a RESPA violation was not
given to the public at large, but was restricted to those

who had paid settlenrent fees. Also, they had a personal

right to receive referrals that were not based on illegal

payments, and that right would have been violated.

fCarter u.Welles-Bowen Realty, Inc. (6th Cir.).]

Credit Card Company ProPerly
Investigated Dispute

A consumert clainr that a credit card issuer that

furnished information to a consumer reportlng agency

had failed adequately to investigate his claims that the

information was inaccurate has been rejected by the

Ninth Circuit. However, the consumer will be given a

chance to prove that the credit card company had failed

fo report the dispute to ('onsumer reporting agencres

and that it violated California state law.

The dispute arose from a problem in the consumer's

credit card purchase of a satellite television system.The

consumer was dissatisfied with the equiprnent and filed

a dispute over paylnent with the credit card company.

However, the card issuer resolved the dispute in favor

of the equipment provider and refused to renrove the

charge frorn the consunreri account. When the con-
sumer continued to refuse to pay the bill, the card

issuer reported the overdue alnount to varlous con-

sumer reportinli agencies. The consumer then several

times disputed the accuracy of the reported informa-
tion with those agencies, which passed the dispute

back to the card issuer for investigation as required by

the Fair Credit ReportingAct (FCRA).'When he was

dissatisfied with the results of these investi.gations, the

consunrer sued the credit card companY.

The court began by aereeing with the consumer that

the FCRA required the credit card issuer to perfornl
a reasonable investigation of the dispute after notice

by the reporting agencies. A cursory or unreasonable
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investigation would not be adequate, the court sard.The
meaning of the word"investigation"implied a detaiied or
careful inquiry, and the purpose of the FCRA-aliowing
consumers to correct inaccurate information-arzued
in Favor of the samc interpretation.

However, the company'.s three difrerent investigarions

of the disputes a1l were adequate. the court decided.

The suficiency of the credit card issuer's investigation
of the disputes over the accuracy of information it had

furnished to the consunler reporting agencies was to be

measured against the information that it received fronr
the agencies, the court noted.The first dispute report said

simply that the consumer claimed that the card issuer

had agreed to change the report. This required the card

issuer only to check its files to determine whether such

an agreement had been made. The second dispute was

alnrost as vague, being a clairn of fraud with no details. It
was enough for the company to compare the identifying
information and also confirm that it had never received

a claim of fraud directlv from the consumer.

The third dispute was more detailed, the court
agreed. However, it did not include any reason for the

card issuer to conclude that the results of the two previ-
ous investigations were incorrect. It was reasonable for
the card issuer to rcly on rts prevrous investigatlons.

The consur-ner a-lso asserted that the card issuer had

violated the FCRA by reporting the overdue account
to consumer reporting agencies without notice that he

had drsputed the debt.The consumer could not sue the
card issuer for failing to include a report of the disputes

he had made directly with the company, the court said.

If the company had a dury to report those disputes to
the consumer reporting agcncies. it was a dury that

could be enforced oniy by state or federal authorities
under the FCRA.

Flowever. the consurner could sue for the card
company's failure to include in inforrnation it sent to
consuner reportin€i agencies that the consumer had

disputed the accuracy of information in the consurrer
reports.The FCRA created a private right of action for
such a failure, as the onrission of a bona fide dispute

would result in the consunrer report being inaccurate.

The court went on to say that the consumer had

oresented at least some evidence that the card issuer

had failed to include the dispute in its information.The
consurner could testifir that the dispute was not noted
on his consumer reports, and the forms returned by
the company to the reportin€l ap;encies stated that the
information was accurate as it had been reported, everr

though the companyt files showed the dispute.

The consurnert claim that reporting the inaccurare
inforrnation constitutes libel was found to have been
preernpted by the FCRA.Although the FCRA allowed
a consumer to sue for 1ibel if there was evidence that
the company either knew the debt was false or acted
with reckless disregard as to the validiry of the debt, no
such evidence had presented, the court said.

On the other hand, a California statute prohibiting
the reporting of information the company knew or
should have known to be false was not preempted, the
court determined. The FCRA specifically exempted
the law from preemption.The court rejected the credit
card company's claim that the state law should be con-
sidered to have been preempted because the FCRA did
not list the state law provisions on enforcement, ruLing
that specification of the secrion rhat esrablished the
right was what mattered. lcorman u. Wolpof & Abramson

(9th Cir.).1

No WillfulViolation if Law Arguably
Allowed Credit Report Sale

A consumer reporting agency that sold a consumer
report to a credit card issuer ltor use in reviewing a con-
sunreri closed account did not willfully violate the Fair
Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), the Eleventh Circuit
has decided. The court afErnred a pretrial ludEnent in
favor of the agency.

The consumer had once had an account with the
credit card issuer but paid the full account balance

and closed the account in 1998. In 2001, the card
issuer started a seni-annual account review program
that required purchasing consurner reports from the
agency. As part of the sale arran€lements, the issuer told
the agency that all of the requests were for reports on
current customers. However, reports on the consumer
were sold to the card issuer nvice tn2002, well after his

account had been closed.

The consunrer sued the agency, asserting that the
issuer had no permissible purpose in obtaining the
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consumer report and that the agency willfully violated
the FCRA by not maintaining procedures to ensure

that it sold reports only for proper purposes.

The FCRA permitted the sale of a consumer report
for use in reviewing an account, the court began, but

did not make clear whether that included reviewing
a closed account. As a result, interpreting the FCRA
to include allowing the review of closed accounts was

not unreasonable and could not have resulted in a will-
ful violation, the court satd. lbvine u. Woild Financial

Network National Bank (11th Cir.).]
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